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INTRODUCTION

During the past four decades the movement for administrative 

reorganization has had a profound impact upon state government. Numerous 

states have undertaken wholesale reorganization of their administrative 

systems in accordance with its tenants# while many others have undergone 

partial reorganization. Even many states which have not succumbed to the 

movement have felt the pressure of articulate demand for reorganization.

In this group is Included the state of Arizona.

For more than thirty years Arizona has been subject to recurrent# 

though heretofore unsuccessful, demands for administrative reorganization.
At the present time the state is in the throes of another wave of 

agitation for improvement that has risen to the proportions of a major 
issue in state politics. Whether or not current efforts to obtain 
reorganization are successful, the continuing need for adjustment of 

administrative machinery to cope with new problems and changing conditions 

is almost certain to result in the intermittent reappearance of new 

demands for change. If the past can offer any worthwhile guides for the 

present, a knowledge of past efforts to secure administrative reorganization 

in Arizona might well prove useful to those who must deal with this problem 

that bids fair to be with us always. To the task of surveying reor

ganization efforts in Arizona the present study is devoted. In carrying 
out this project the writer has concerned himself with two principal 

questions— what has been the nature of these attempts to secure
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reorganization? and why have they failed? Admittedly the answer to the 
first question has been more readily obtainable than the answer to the 

second. Yet, despite the paucity of available information in certain 

areas, the search for facts has been fruitful; and, as the writer hopes, 
the completed study should provide a basis for a fuller understanding of 

this aspect of our state government*

Inasmuch as the reorganization movement in Arizona has centered 

around legislative attempts to reform the administrative structure of 

the state, the writer has relied "heavily upon official journals of the 

house and senate, the text of numerous bills as introduced in the two 

houses and such few statutes pertaining to reorganization as have been 

enacted. For supplementary details of legislative action, opposition 

currents and popular reaction to the issue, newspapers of the state, 
laboriously perused, have been rather extensively utilized for want 

of a more accurate source of information on the same topics. Personal 
interviews have also provided pertinent facts not elsewhere readily 
available*

The writer wishes to acknowledge a debt of gratitude to Dr. Paul 

Kelso for his guidance and encouragement in the preparation of this 

thesis; to the efficient and long-suffering staff of the University of 

Arizona library whose thoroughness and courtesy have helped make research 

more pleasant and profitable; to the staff of the Arizona state Library 
in Phoenix for their patience and willingness to be of service; to Mulford 

Winsor. Jack Gurnard and Elijah Allen for information provided through 

personal interview; and, above all, to the writer's ever-thoughtful wife
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•who not only typed the entire manuscript twice but, far more important, 
so managed the household affairs that he was able to concentrate his full 
attention upon the preparation of this study*



CHAPTER I . •

THE MOVEMENT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REORGANIZATION IN THE STATES

By the opening of the twentieth century the administrative structures 
of many state governments were strained well beyon<| their capacity to 
discharge efficiently and responsibly the increasing number of functions 
they were called upon to assume. Designed to satisfy the needs of a 
dominantly rural society, in which preservation of order and protection 

of property were the principal functions of government, state governments 

were typically quite out of character as positive advocates of the public 
welfare in an urban, industrial age. The original architects of our 

state governments saw little need for a strong, intrusive government.

More than that, experience had taught them to regard positive government 
as a positive evil. Hence they sought to restrain government by a 

strict separation of powers and by hedging in the executive with numerous 

restrictions. In the words of the New York Bureau of Municipal Research, 

•’Their , ideal of government was a negative one and in seeking after a 

government powerless to do harm they set up one weak in power for good."**-

If shackling of positive governmental action by a strict separation 

of powers and emasculation of executive authority were contributions of 

eighteenth century American patriots to the twentieth century d n  *mma

^Quoted from New York Bureau of Municipal Research, The Constitution 
and Government of the State of New York (1915)> by Charles A. Beard, r 
^Reconstructing State Government,” frhc New Republic, IV (August 21, 191$), 
Supplement, $.
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of state administration, the early nineteenth century passion for 
popular control of government through numerous elective administrative 

officials serving short terms further curtailed administrative efficiency. 

While state governments were thus fixed in the mold of administrative 

ineptness, the processes of industrial growth and technological evolution 
in the United States were not being so deferential to shibboleths of an 
earlier era. In the wake of this change followed demands upon government 

to supply a variety of new services and in innumerable ways to intrude 
itself into the social and economic life of the nation.

Correlative with the need for greater efficiency in administration 

was the problem of making government more responsible to the people.

With a multitude of elective executive officers sharing responsibility 

for conducting various segments of state administration, there was no 

one who could properly be held responsible for state government as a 
whole. This difficulty was further aggravated by the tendency to create 
a separate administrative agency for each new governmental function 

assumed. When, as was often the case, the agency was headed by a board 

or commission with members appointed for long overlapping terms, it was 

normally beyond effective control of any single governor serving one or 
two short terms of office. Here was a situation that not only made the 

problem of coordination difficult but also placed the conduct of 

administration in the hands of agencies directly responsible neither to 

the voters nor to their elected representatives.

The problem of administrative reform at the turn of the century was 

not by any means peculiar to state government. Modem society was making 

demands upon all levels of government that could not be met effectively
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without improved methods of administration. Indeed, the movement for

administrative reorganization began first in the cities and later spread
2to the realm of state government. However, the reorganization movement 

will be reviewed here chiefly as it has concerned state government.

Perhaps the earliest organized attempt to reorganize state government 
was that of the Peoples Power League of Oregon, which in 1909 and again 
in 1911 proposed a plan for state government involving a concentration 

of executive power in the hands of the governor, subject to the check 

of an elective auditor. A unique legislative-executive relationship was 
proposed as a means of establishing greater coordination between the two 

branches and more thorough-going gubernatorial responsibility to the 

legislature. In brief, the plan called for a unicameral legislature in 
which the governor would have a seat. There he might be called to account 

on the floor of the legislature for his exercise of administrative 
authority.^ The League was not successful in securing the adoption of 
the plan but it had spotlighted the need for reorganization before Oregon 
and the nation.

Even before the People’s Power League had staged its second effort 
to streamline Oregon state government. Governor Charles E. Hughes of 

New York appeared before the state legislature on January 5, 1910, as 

an advocate of reorganization, with a proposal for centering executive 

responsibility in the governor by giving him the power to appoint a 

cabinet of administrative heads responsible to him and charged with the

,?Beard, op. "ait., p. 2.

3Ibid., p. 3.
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duties then being performed by elected state officers*^ Governor Hughes' 
speech was apparently significant only as it was indicative of a trend, 

for another sixteen years of intermittent agitation elapsed before a 
concrete plan for reorganization was actually adopted in New York*

Impetus to the movement on the state level was provided by President 

Taft's Commission on Efficiency and Economy which in 1912 placed before 
Congress a report embodying suggestions for the improvement of federal 
administration* Stimulated by this example, several state governments 
followed suit with economy and efficiency commissions of their, own, each 
serving to publicize within its cam state the need for improving govern

mental organization*

By. 1915 the movement was so well under way that Charles A. Beard 
was willing to prophesy "large practical results within the next decade.*^ 

In that year New Jersey by statute reorganized several administrative 
departments to create greater functional unity. Significant developments 

were also taking place in the state of New York. In cooperation with the 

State Commission on Efficiency and Economy, the New York Bureau of 

Municipal Research prepared for the constitutional convention of 1915 a 

report entitled Government of the State of New York; A Survey of Its 
Organization and Functions* To supplement this descriptive report on

^For a brief history of the beginnings of the reorganization movement, 
and a concise survey of standards, types and results of reorganization, 
together with a state by state review of reorganization efforts through 
1938, see A. E* Buck, The Reorganization of State Governments in the 
Uhlted States (New YorlcI Columbia University Press, 1938)♦

^Beard, op.* sit., p. 2*
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New York state government, the Bureau was asked to prepare a critical 

study of state government for the convention, which was subsequently 

published under the title of The Constitution and Government of the 

State of New York. Termed the most significant of the early reports 
on state reorganization, the latter volume presented most of the basic 

doctrines of administrative reorganization which in succeeding years 

were to become the gospel of orthodox reorganizers#^ On the basis of 
these reports a definite plan of reorganization was adopted by the New 
York convention. The proposed revised constitution, which included 
this plan, was defeated at the polls.

The first comprehensive plan for administrative reorganization to 

obtain adoption was pushed through the Illinois legislature in 1917 
under the leadership of Governor Frank 0. Lowden. Except for the duties 

of six constitutional elective officers, the administrative services 
of Illinois state government were grouped into ten major departments 

under the control of the governor. Two years later Idaho, Massachusetts, 

and Nebraska secured reorganization legislation. California, Michigan, 

Ohio and Washington followed in 1921, Maryland in 1922, and Pennsylvania, 

Tennessee and Vermont in 1923. New York finally won the approval of 

the electorate in 1925 for reorganization by constitutional amendment. 

Enabling legislation took effect January 1, 1927. In 1938 A. E. Buck 

reported that twenty-six states had remodeled their administrative

% o r  an excellent brief discussion of this report see Beard, 
op. cit., pp. 1—lit# %
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structures, sixteen by a thorough overhaul and seven by partial consol

idation, ̂ By the end of 1951 the total of reorganized states had been 

boosted to at least thirty-one in addition to the numerous re-reorganiza

tions which had taken place,®

In spite of the fact that the decade of the 191*0*8 witnessed the

conversion of only three new states to the doctrine of wholesale

administrative reorganization, as compared with the ten states which
adopted reorganization plans in the preceding decade and twelve during
the 1920*s, the movement today is very much alive* The number of states

to reconstruct administration for the first time in recent years, or

even the number of substantial re-reorganizations, does not tell the

whole story. In many states where no large-scale reorganization has
been deemed desirable or politically feasible, reorganizations within

single departments or centralization of staff agencies and auxiliary
9services have taken place. While in such states no over-all plan for

?Buck, op, eit«, pp, 7-8,

table of administrative reorganizations 1915-191*0 has been pre
pared by Harvey Sherman under the title of "State Reorganization,* in 
The Book of the States, 191*1-191*2 (Chicago: The Council of State Governments, 
191*1), IV, 62-Vti, John C. Bollehs gives a state by state review of 
principal reorganizations, 1939-191*7, in Administrative Reorganizations 
in the States Since 1939 (Berkeley: Bureau of Public Administration, 
University of California, 191*7)# See Lloyd M, Short, "State Administrative 
Reorganizations 191*7-1*9," The Book of the States, 1950-51, VIII, l5fr-l&), 
for reorganizations through 191*9 and articles entitled "Action by State 
Legislatures;" State Government, >13111 (July, 1950), 1^2-55; ZHIV 
(July, 1951), lOU-92/j XXXV (July, 1952), 153-58/, for recap of state 
reorganization legislation 1950-52,

^Short, op. cit,, pp, 158-160, See also lynton K. Caldwell,
"Perfecting State Administration, 191*0-1*6," Public Administration Review,
H I  (Winter, 19l*7), 25-36,
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reorganization could, be said to have been adopted# the reorganization 
movement was nevertheless making headway*

The Book of the States reported that during 1950 and 1951 state 

governments were showing unparalleled interest in reexamining their 

administrative establishments# This sustained interest was attributed 

by the report to the increased size and cost of state government#^ 
TThereas total cost of state government in 19U0 amounted to $5*6 billion, 

by 1950 this aggregate had reached $12.9 billion, and the number of 
permanent non-school employees had risen from 39l«.,000 in January, 19lt0, 

to 636,000 in January 1951.^ In 1922 Walter F. Dodd observed that 

"state governments have so increased the number and importance of the 

things they do, and the amount of their expenditures, that the problem 

of state administrative reorganization has become increasingly important 

in recent y e a r s . T h e  statement might have been just as aptly made in 
1952, with perhaps added emphasis. In 1950 and 1951 thirty-five states 

had reorganization commissions in operation, thirty-two by statutory 
authorization and three by the action of the governor."^ During the

l^Although The Book of the States did not say so, the Hoover 
commission report has no doubt been afactor in stimulating interest 
in reorganization.

11"State Administrative Reorganization, 1950-51," The Book of the 
States, 1952-1953, IX, lit?. *■

^Walter "F. Dodd, State Government (New York: The Century Company, 
1922),.p. 2U8.

13These commissions are of varying composition. Some consist 
solely of members of the legislature, others of private citizens, and 
some a combination of the two# On some comnissions representatives of 
administration as well as citizens and legislators hold membership, 
while a few consist of members of a previously established legislative
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same period twenty-five states and two territories published partial 

or final reports and presented them to their legislatures.^ Faced 

with the same broad problems of a half century earlier— getting the 

most from each dollar and making big government responsive to the 

people— the states have increasingly turned to reorganization as a way 

out of the wilderness.
In the early years of the reorganization movement certain basic 

standards or principles of administrative organization were developed. 
Despite occasional dissent they have become established as a body of 

orthodox theory to which most students of administrative organization 

subscribe. They may be briefly summarized:

1) Concentration of authority and responsibility for administration 

in the governor.

2) Departmentalization, or functional integration of administrative 
activities.

3) Undesirability of boards for purely administrative work.

U) Coordination of the staff services of administration.

5) Provision for an independent post-audit, by an agent of the 

legislature^ * *

councils . (•’State Administrative Reorganization, 1950-^l,” The Book of
the States, 1952-1953, p. ---- -
* The actual work of research and preparation of reorganization plans 
is normally done not hy such coEomis'sidns but by experts in administrative 
organization, who may be local men acquainted first hand with the 
problems of the particular state or in other instances representatives 
of professional survey organizations, such as the Institute of Public ' 
Administration (successor to the Mew York Bureau of Municipal Research), 
Griffenhagen and Associates of Chicago, the Institute for Governmental 
Research of the Brookings Institution, and the Public Administration 
Service of Chicago.

% b i d . ,  pp. Ih7-U8.



6) Recognition of a governor’s cabinet, to facilitate coordination 
and help eliminate overlapping and duplication.

Supplementary to these standards of organization as devices of control, 

such processes of administration as the merit system, budgetary control, 

uniform accounting and reporting, and centralized purchasing are also 
recommended.^ • .

In practice, comprehensive reorganizations in the states have 
fallen into several different categories, depending upon the degree in 
which the principles given above have been implemented.* 1^ The various 
types may be classified as integrated, partially integrated, fiscal 

control, and commission or plural executive systems of reorganization.1^

The integrated type, which has been approached in Hew York and Virginia, 
provides for complete control of administration by the governor through 

a limited number of departments, each headed by a single administrator 
serving at the pleasure of the governor. Checks on arbitrary use of 
centralized power are found in periodic popular elections, a properly 

functioning merit system, and such legislative controls as a current

•^Buck, op. cit., pp. 14-28. Although this statement of principles 
was written in l^B, it is by no means outdated. Mr. Buck’s principles 
are substantially the same as those outlined in Council of State Govern
ments, Reorganizing State Government (19J>0), pp. 4-6.

1^No attempt is made here to categorize the numerous instances of 
piecemeal reorganization' of one or two single departments, modernization 
of the governor’s office, or strengthening of staff and auxiliary agencies, 
which, while very significant for state administration, are not suf
ficiently broad in scope to be termed comprehensive reorganizations.

^For this classification the writer is again indebted to Dr. Buck, 
op. cit., pp. 28-30.

9
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post-audit by an agent of the legislature. Partially integrated 

reorganization, as exemplified in Illinois, is normally attained by 

pushing centralization of administrative authority as far as possible 

by statutory means but retaining elective administrative officials and 

other constitutional limitations on the governor’s legal competence as 
an administrator. Under the fiscal control type, as in Connecticut,

Maine, and North Carolina, the governor is given authority through 
financial supervision rather than structural integration. Control over 
essential fiscal procedures— budgeting, general accounting, expenditures, 
central purchasing— and sometimes personnel control as well, is lodged 

in the executive department or in a department of finance responsible 

to the executive. The fourth type of administrative reorganization 

involves the consolidation of administrative activities into a few 

departments headed by the elective constitutional officers. In such 
a system the governor remains but one of several executives, though 

usually the dominant one. The early Colorado and Indiana reorganizations 
were of this type. A distinction should be drawn between such plural 

executive systems and the early reorganizations of Hew Jersey and 

Maryland which involved placing at the head of each functionally integrated 
department a board of directors serving long, staggered terms of office.

The board was to appoint an administrative manager to supervise the 

operating activities of the department. Under this form of ncommission" 

government the governor is largely denied administrative duties.^®

IQ
A See William H. Edwards, "The State"Reorganization Movement,”

Dakota Law Review, I (April, 1927), 18-22.
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As might be expected, the proponents of administrative reorganization

have not been entirely free from dogmatism. Many of those who have

espoused the standard theories of administrative reorganization have

not remained content with a mere statement of principles. Their doctrines,

they have claimed, partake of the nature of scientific principles.

Illustrative of this advanced faith in the orthodox principles of .
administration is the following statement made in 192? by W. F. Willoughby:

♦ ..there are certain fundamental principles of general application 
analogous to those characterizing any science which must be observed 
if the end of administration, efficiency and economy, is to be 
secured, and ... these principles are to be determined and their 
significance made known only by the rigid application of the 
scientific method to their investigation*^

Dr. Buck was confident enough of his position to preface his exposition

of principles with the assertion that, "These standards are no longer
theoretical, but are based upon experience and supported in whole or in
part by actual practice in a number of states."^

So convinced were the practicing reformers of state government of
the universal validity and applicability of these standards that in the

earlier comprehensive studies the principles were summarily offered in
each instance as the law and the gospel upon which reorganization should

be based, without due consideration for local conditions which might

require some deviation from recommended norms* Traveling teams of paid

experts, who, like political medicine men, descended upon a state

1% .  F. Willoughby, Principles of Public Administration (Washington: 
The Brookings Institution, 1927;, p. ix*

2®Buck, op* cit*, p. 12*
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government to study it briefly, invariably found the same things wrong.

In recent years this automatism begotten of unquestioning faith has 

been more subject to modification in the application of theory to concrete 

situations* Tlfhile the general patterns of recommendations are still 
strikingly similar and in harmony with the orthodox principles of 
administration built up since the turn of the century, the reorganization 
agencies have tended to maintain a “healthy respect for practical . 
problems and unique situationsn as they have affected theoretically 

superior plans# Dwight Waldo in his book The Administrative State 

also noted a tendency on the part of the reorganization movement to 

become less optimistic in tone and inclusive in scope# To use his apt 

metaphor, the original disposition "to take Heaven by storm8 had disap

peared#^^ Evidence of this more compromising spirit is deducible from 

the fact that improvements in state administration have increasingly 
been achieved through piecemeal changes involving no revolutionary 

departure from the status quo rather than a plan of wholesale reorganization 

From the outset, the movement has experienced bitter opposition#

Some of the opponents of reorganization have feared simplification of 
administration because, by removing checks upon the "tyranny of the

and offered the same solutions.^

John A. Perkins, "Reflections on State Reorganization," American 
Political Science Review, XLV (June, 1951), 513»

^"State Administrative Reorganization, 1950-51," The Book of the 
States, 1952-1953* IX, lU8, :

it Waldo, The Administrative State, (Hew York: The Ronald
Press Company, 19U8), p, 3ti#
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majority," it might enable the voters to influence government more 

easily. Conversely, others have condemned simplicity of structure and 
centralization of authority as incompatible with democracy, under the 

Jacksonian maxim that democracy requires many elective officials to 

check one another, frequent elections, and rotation in office.Private  
interests have opposed reorganizations which might threaten their 

preferential treatment at the hands of existing state administration. 

Concerned with a particular service of government and not government 
in itself, such interests are not especially desirous that the state 

government as a whole should amount to much. Legislatures, too, have 

often balked at the strengthened executive, even when improved means were 

provided to hold him responsible.^

Besides such opposition to the practical realities of administrative 
reorganization, the theory has also been subjected to penetrating 
criticism. While in some areas nearly all students of administration 
are in agreement as, for instance, concerning the desirability of 

functional consolidation, dissent from orthodox principles has ranged 
all the way from a mild preference for piecemeal over comprehensive 

reorganization to advocating that the governor be divested of all direct 

administrative authority and a board placed at the head of each major 

department. Supervising the entire administrative establishment of a 

state has been called too big a job for any one man. Critics of 

reorganization argue that, even if centralized control were desirable,

^Beard, op. cit., p. 2.

^Perkins, op. cit., pp. $08-09.



election is a poor way to select a competent administrator to exercise 
that control. Moreover, complete centralization of administrative 

authority would provide the governor with power far beyond his practical 

responsibility to either the legislature or the people. It would 

destroy the competence of the administrative services by encouraging 

spoils appointments, at the same time failing to provide for continuity 

in the leadership of the administrative departments. Finally, the 
critics contend, not only are the basic assumptions of the movement 
unable to withstand studied scrutiny but the plans in actual operation 

have failed to show the beneficial results claimed for them by their 
sponsors.

Inasmuch as acquaintance with specific criticisms of the generally 

accepted principles of administrative reorganization will be helpful in 

evaluating the various proposals for reorganization of the administrative 
structure of Arizona and in appreciating the viewpoint of those who have 
opposed such reorganization, a more detailed consideration of some of 

the written dissents will be presented here. If the adherents to 

conformist doctrines of reorganization have been repetitious in the 

constant restatement of their creed, critics have also echoed one another* s 

arguments. An article by F. W. Coker appearing in the August, 1922, 

number of the American Political Science Review under the provocative 

title of “Dogmas of Administrative Reform11 suggests many of the criticisms 

that have since been leveled at the reorganizers. Granting the desira

bility of eliminating duplication and overlapping activity, Mr. Coker 

suggests that Improved administration might better be achieved by 

dealing with each specific case of duplication rather than re-doing the



whole administrative structure in a sweeping reconstruction. Going 

beyond this, he questions the validity of the theory that increased 

responsibility to the people follows centralization of authority in the 

chief executive and suggests that the ability of the public to keep 

constant watch on its representatives and to pass satisfactory judgment 

on them periodically may have been exaggerated. The people may not be 
able intelligently to assess the work of the health and welfare department, 

the industrial commission or the public utilities commission and % 
accordingly signify their approval or disapproval by the way in which 
they cast their vote for governor at the next election.

Besides suggesting that the popular theory of reorganization needs 

considered qualification in the matter of responsibility, Mr. Coker 

points out several other weaknesses of the theory as it appears to him. 

Specifically, the theory fails to give adequate weight to certain vital 
considerations in the problem of administrative reorganization. Chief 
among these are 1) the need for continuity in administration; 2) the 
need for the establishment of traditions of non-interference by period

ically changing political officers; 3) the need for disinterested citizen 
participation on boards having investigatory, advisory, or publicity 

functions; 1*) the need to place legal authority and responsibility in 

officers most likely to develop professional responsibility and pride;

5) the uselessness of giving a man more jobs than he can devote attention 
to.26

2°F. W. Coker, •Stogmas" of Administrative Before,* American Political 
Science Review, XVI (August, 1922), 399-ltll* ! —
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The doctrines of dissent receive a most elaborate and exhaustive 

treatment in a series of four articles by William H. Edwards published 

in the Dakota Lair Review, 1928-1929.^ Calling upon political philosophy, 

logic and empirical observation, Mr. Edwards sets out to refute the 

orthodox principles of reorganization almost en toto.

While he presents a formidable array of citations to show that 
executive dominance in government is contrary to the teachings of 
political philosophers of the past and therefore questionable, his most 
devastating arguments, as presented in the second article of the series, 

are directed against the logic and basic assumptions of the reorganization 

movement. The writer first aims his guns at three fundamental principles 

underlying the plan of governmental reconstruetion: unity, leadership 

and responsibility. In the first place, he contends, there is little 

justification for unifying such complex functions as highway construction^,
mental hygiene, and the propagation of fish. While the universal need

' ' :.......................■ ' V ' ' ' " "  " : "

for staff functions may constitute some basis for unity, supervising the

conduct of the government of a great state is too complex a task for one

man, and central staff agencies are likely to be capricious and arbitrary,
especially when the personnel of the central office staff are incompetent

spoilsmen. At any rate, whatever central control may be required is a

proper function of the legislature, not the executive branch.

The governor's functions as a leader fare no better under the 

writer's caustic pen. First, the assurance of competent administrative

^William H. Edwards, "The State Reorganization Movement," Dakota 
Law Review, I (January,'1927), 13-30; I '(April, 1927), 12-kl: II (Februarv. 
1920;, 17-67; II (April, 1928), 103-139.
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leadership is inconsistent with popular election* Second, while the 

governor is first and last a politician and party leader, true political 

leadership in the interests of the people of the state is frustrated 

by the inherent defects of the one-man governorship as a representative 

institution* The place for political leadership, as for central control 

of administration, is in the legislature* The governor should properly 
exercise leadership functions only of a ceremonial or titular nature*

Mr. Edwards' attack upon the assumption that increased gubernatorial 
responsibility to the people will flow automatically from the adoption 

of an approved reconstruction plan is presented in concise enough form 

to merit quotation*

In its practical operation this principle of governor's responsibility 
may be criticized first, because the short ballot idea which ' 
accompanied the idea of centralized responsibility did not appreciably 
lighten the burden upon the electorate, second, because the voters 
cannot know or judge all of the involved acts of administration, ' 
third, because the reorganization codes destroyed boards of inquiry, 
audit, and control' which tended to give this" principle a semblance 
of reality, fourth, because the governor is not apprehensive of his 
responsibility, and fifth, because he continues to be accountable 
to the invisible machine*

After elaborating upon these weaknesses in the logical foundation 

of the reorganization movement, Mr* Edwards turns his attention to 

illustrating how the system lowers competency of personnel and destroys 
continuity of policy by encouraging each new gubernatorial -incumbent to 

staff the administrative departments with political appointees responsible 
to him*

2®William H. Edwards, "The State 
law Review, I (April, 1927), 31-32.

Reorganization Movement,” Dakota
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In his first two articles Mr* Edwards substantially completes his 

plan of reorganization* The third article, filling more than fifty 

pages, merely says again and more verbosely, with voluminous illustrative 

materials, that the federal plan is a most effective device for 

impregnating the whole administrative structure with partisan politics 
and entrenching incompetent spoilsmen subservient to a political machine. 

A fourth article adds the constructive touch by presenting a plan for 
eliminating all the ills ascribed to the federal plan. Keystone of 

this plan to secure competent administrators free from the influence of 
partisan politics is the proposal to place at the head of each department 

a commission whose members should be selected by the governor for long, 

overlapping terms from a list of nominees prepared by the occupational 

and interest groups concerned with the activities of the particular 

department* The commission would then appoint a single official to 

administer the affairs of the department* The control function should 

vest jin the legislature, thus leaving the governor free of administrative 
responsibility*

Another persistent critic of the reorganization movement has been 

Harvey Walker of Ohio State University* Mr. Walker adds little by way 
of adverse criticism that has not already been mentioned, but his remedy 

is patterned after the council-manager plan of municipal government. A 

small unicameral legislative body, sitting in continuous session, would 
appoint a chief administrative officer and a legislative auditor to 

provide an independent check on administration.^ The governor would

2^See the National Municipal League’s Model State Constitution,
Sec. 50$, for a similar proposal*
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be simply a political officer with no administrative duties, serving 
as ceremonial head of the state and aiding the legislature in the 

formation of policy*

Charles S. Hyneman has subjected the rationale of the movement to 

question without feeling any concomitant responsibility to offer a better 

alternative.̂  After reviewing the principal voices of dissent from the 
orthodox theory of administrative reorganisation, he expresses his own 
doubts as to the unassailability of the theory. He questions whether 
"efficiency* is acceptable as the first objective of reorganization, 
and suggests that concentration upon efficiency in the narrow sense 

might circumscribe the broader social efficiency by obstructing the

exercise of "vision, imagination and courage" in policy execution,
* ' " * - ' 1 ' 1 - • * •* • ■ - ■ ■ - ' - • . . .  . _ . _ . .. . .

adaptation and modification* The non-use of boards for work of an 

administrative character, long an established tenet of the orthodox 

theorists, is supported by no evidence "that need by convincing to a 

skeptical mind." A complete program of reorganization is unnecessary 
to the attainment of central direction of administration when proper 

financial control and capable administration of other staff services 

are available* As a final criticism, Mr* Hyneman suggests that there is 
no valid reason to assume the people will hold the governor more 

responsible for the conduct of administration after reorganization

3®See Harvey Walker, "Theory and Practice in State Administrative 
Reorganization," Rational Municipal Review* XIX (April, 1930), 2U9-25U; 
or Walker, PubJAcTAdministration in the United States (Hew York: Farrar 
and Rinehart, Inc*, 1937), pp* 79-^2* "

^^Charles S* Hyneman, "Administrative Reorganization, an Adventure 
into Science and Theology," Journal of Politics, I (February, 1939), 62-75*
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since they already believe him to be responsible. This critique is 
concluded with the trenchant observation that the extent to which "the 

literature supporting the reorganization movement deals in demonstrable 

truth as distinguished from supposition b o m  out of wish" is not very 
great.32

The conflict of opinion concerning state administrative reorganization 

suggests that no evaluation of the theory of the movement is likely to 
be any more conclusive than the logic upon which it is based. This 

inference gains strength in view of the hindrances to objective evaluation 
posed by the complexity and multiplicity of factors to be considered, 

the difficulties in their isolation, and the presence of such non- 

measurable elements as personality. Accordingly, if the logic is not 

convincing, the attempt to reach an acceptable conclusion on empirical 

grounds may be frustrating. Even Dr. Buck, while reporting most 
favorably of the accomplishments of reorganization, was forced to admit 
that any evaluation must be made under great difficulties. Among 

these he cited changing economic conditions and values, constantly 

expanding state services, inadequate financial records and reports, 

lack of comparable statistical data, and elusive human elements that 
enter into successful state administration.-^ A less partial observer,

^Writing in 19U2 with particular reference to the assumption that 
more effective public control of the executive automatically follows the 
centralization of administrative authority in him, Mr. Hyneman makes the 
statement that "none of the literature dealing witii state administrative 
reorganization has made more than a superficial inquiry into the validity 
of the assumptions and logic involved in this'theory.* Hyneman, - 
"Executive-Administrative Power and Democracy," Public Administration 
Review, II (autumn, 191*2), 335.

33Buck, op. cit.j p. 3S>o
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•writing In 1928 after a two-year effort to measure statistically the 
result of state reorganizations, reported that "the attempt to evaluate 

state administrative reorganization through any statistical analysis of 

state expenditures and activities has failed.*^ investigation 

conducted hy the same writer to determine whether the movement had 

brought better men into public office foundered again on the rock of 

immeasurable variables. The insurmountable obstacles to such an evaluation 
were cited as three: lack of general agreement on the type of man needed 

for a given post; the difficulty of deciding whether a given man 

possessed particular desired characteristics, once such characteristics 

might be agreed upon; and the impossibility of determining whether the 

machinery or the spirit of the men steering the machinery attracted 

high quality subordinates.^ Faced with such formidable barriers to 

objective evaluation of the movement, one is almost forced to conclude 
that any opinions as to the success or failure of state reorganization 

can be little wire than logical inferences from an inconclusive compilation 

of facts interpreted in the light of whatever principles of administration 
the opiner may accept.

Some results of the reorganization movement appear to elicit almost 

universal approval. Even such a confirmed critic as William H. Edwards 
has been more than willing to grant that such refdnns as centralized

Mark Jacobson, "Evaluating State Administrative Structure-—the 
Fallacy of the'Statistical "Approach, "American Political Science Review, 
XXII (November, 1928), 933. —  --------

3%bid., pp. 929, 933.
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purchasing and modern fiscal practices, which have constituted a part 
of most plans for administrative reorganization, have increased the 
efficiency of state government*^ in several reorganized states there 

has been some suggestion that financial controls and devices have pro

duced better service and more economy than integration of administration*^? 

Appraising the results of the Illinois Civil Administrative Code after 
nearly a decade in operation, former governor Frank 0. Lowden reserved 
his greatest plaudits for the fiscal reforms, which he termed an 

outstanding achievement of the code*^®

The more cautious supporters of state administrative reorganization 

have been content to look for evidence of economy and heightened 

efficiency in the over-all results of reorganization rather than in 

terms of dollars and cents*^ Others have been bolder in claiming 

definite financial economies* Nebraska reportedly experienced a saving: 
of two million dollars along with a reduction of one-third in the 
tax rate during the first two years of reorganized government. In 

Tennessee the administration of Governor Austin Peay reduced operating

^^Wllliam H* Edwards, "Has State Reorganization Succeeded?" State 
Government, XI (October, 1938), 192.

3?Buck, op* cit., p* 36,

^®Frank 0. Lowden, "Reorganization of the Administration of a State," 
National Municipal Review, XV (January, 1926), 13*

^^Ex-Governor Lowden was careful to qualify his estimate of the 
saving resulting from Illinois fiscal reforms* Ibid* While lauding the 
accomplishments of New York reorganization. Governor Franklin D.
Roosevelt was careful to state, "It must be admitted that economies 
claimed for consolidation of departments and the executive budget must 
be measured otherwise than by considering budget totals." Roosevelt, 
"Results in New York State Vindicate Reorganization," National Municipal 
Review, XIX (April, 1930), 223-2U.
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costs by $1,200,000, cut the tax rate by one-sixth and paid a million 

dollars of the state deficit, purportedly as a result of a newly installed 

reorganization plan. In a two-year period following reorganization 

Pennsylvania reduced operating expenses enough to absorb a twenty-nine 

million dollar deficit. Governor William Tudor Gardiner of Maine 

reported a saving of $500,000 in one year, attributable to reorganization, 
while Budget Director J. H. Bradford of Virginia estimated that $i;50,000 
had been saved the first year under a reorganization plan.**® Considering 

the inherent difficulties in making any precise fiscal evaluation.of 

reorganization, there remains room for a bit of honest skepticism as to 

the absolute validity of these claims.

Nevertheless, students of administration have surveyed the results 
of the movement and by-and-large pronounced them good. Evidence that 

state legislatures also have increasingly approved is to be found in 
the growing number of accomplished reorganizations— over-all, partial 
or piecemeal— designed in substantial conformity with the orthodox 

principles of reorganization as they have developed over the past half 

century* Perhaps the Council of State Governments voiced the dominant 
consensus in referring to recent developments in state reorganization 

as having unfolded r,a record of notable achievements in modernizing the 

governor’s office; in improving fiscal, personnel and other housekeeping 

services; and in assuring authority commensurate with responsibility.

^®Buck, orucit., pp. 35-36,

^Council of State Governments, op. cit., p. ill.



If the results of the reorganization movement have in general 

been favorable, they certainly have not measured up to the extreme 

prognostications of reorganisation enthusiastse Particularly embar

rassing has been the fact that observable economies have not always 

been forthcoming. Because economy in operation is one of the most 

appealing arguments for reorganization, supporters of particular programs 

have on occasion made promises that were later sources of disappointment 

to the public when the expected savings were not recognizably apparent*

Some reorganizers, of course, have been aware of the danger of selling 
reorganization on the basis of cutting costs, realizing that better 

government does not always mean cheaper government* Efficient government 

is apt to inspire demands for more services* Moreover, conscientious 

professional public servants will not be satisfied with a low standard 

or minimum level of public service*^

In some instances the beneficial results of structural reorganization 

have been reduced or negated by such imponderable factors as poor 

leadership or incompetent personnel* Since the quality of administrative 

personnel, especially of the governor, is a prime determinant of the 

success of administration, some states with reorganized governments have 

had just as much political jobbery, person aggrandizement, and inefficiency 

as unreorganized states.^ Even poor office layout may reduce the 

effectiveness of government* Without proper office space the necessary 
physical proximity of the governor and M s  subordinates, of department

^Perkins, op. cit*, pp. 207-08.

^Buck, op* cit*, pp* 36-37*



heads and their subordinates, cannot be obtained. As a result consolida

tions may be only on paper, with opportunities for elimination of 
duplicating activities missed.^

When the balance sheet is viewed, the reorganization movement 

appears as a force for improved government in the states. Without 

being the final or perfect answer to all the problems besetting state 

governments, it has left in its path a host of structural and procedural 
improvements which, given competent personnel, hold out the possibility 

of more efficient and responsible administration. Present trends 

indicate that reorganization and improvement of state administration 

is more and more being recognized as a continual process rather than 

one which is accomplished in a stroke once and for all. To the extent 

that this concept becomes general, the conflict over reorganization 

may increasingly shift from whether reorganization should take place to 
how it can best be carried out to meet new demands upon state government 

as they arrive.

25

cit., p. 5l5. Lynton K. Caldwell also pointed out^Perkins, op.
that while consolidations have integrated many formerly separate agencies 
into the regular" administrative hierarchy, the extension of state
administrative machinery into new areas has often been accompanied by the 
old practice"of adding a new agency to handle each new function.
Caldwell, op. cit*, p. 27*



CHAPTER II

EARLY EFFORTS TO REORGANIZE ARIZONA'S GOVERNMENT

Arizona's constitution was drafted before the state reorganization 

movement was well begun. True, murmurings had sounded in Oregon and New 
York that presaged new developments in state administration,^ but these 

were scarcely audible in Arizona. The Progressive governmental theory 

of the times, with which the framers of the Arizona constitution were 

imbued, was not concerned so much with efficiency as with a provincial 

brand of democracy in carrying out the affairs of government. Translated 

in terms of constitutions this meant numerous elective officials with 

relatively short tenure of office and such devices as the direct primary, 

the initiative, the referendum and the recall. Under such a system the 
governor was made but one, though chief, among several elective admin

istrative officials, each independent of the other and responsible only 

to the electorate. Accordingly, while the governor was charged by the 
Arizona constitution to "take care that the laws be faithfully executed" 

and to "transact all executive business with the officers of the 

government, civil and military," and was further empowered to "require 

information in writing from the officers in the Executive Department 

upon any subject relating to the duties of their respective offices,"2

]-Supra, chap. 1, p. 3.

2Arizona Constitution, Art. V, Sec. iu
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he was at the same time given no practical authority to coordinate the 

activities of state administration to the end that the laws might be 

effectively as well as faithfully executed.
This philosophy of democratic government, which applied a system of 

checks without balances to thwart the formal development of any dominant 

center of power within the executive department, was not seriously 

challenged in the convention debates on the executive department.
Although there was some discussion of the desirability of providing 

executive officials with four year terms of office, the dominant sentiment 
for shorter terms prevailed.^ jn neither the Journal of the convention 

nor the so-called Verbatim Report is there recorded even a suggestion 

that the governor should be made a real center of authority for adminis

tration.^ Distrust of executive officials was, in the case of the state 

treasurer, carried to the extreme of providing that this officer might 

not succeed himself in office.^

%r. M. G. Cunniff, delegate from Yavapai County, voiced the 
traditional doctrine: "(hie of the guarantees of democratic government
is short terms with frequent reference to the people, and it seems to 
me the best form of government in any state is to have the governor 
elected for two years." In answer to Mulford Winsor's argument that 
a longer term would promote efficiency and the direct primary prevent 
the development of a political machine, Cunniff replied, "In the state 
in which I was b o m  we have the governor's term one year, and a 
constitutional amendment changing it to two years was voted down 
overwhelmingly. That state has produced some of the best Democratic and 
Republican governors in the country." Journal, Arizona Constitutional 
Convention, 1910, pp. 393, 396.

^See debates on the subject as recorded in the Journal, Arizona 
Constitutional Convention, 1910, pp. 393-L18, and the Verbatim Report, 
PP« 393-1418.

5Arizona Constitution, Art. V, Sec. 9. As originally offered this 
section of the article on the executive department proposed to the 
convention provided permanent exclusion from a second term as treasurer.
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In its original form, the Arizona constitution established twelve 

separate offices and agencies, eight elective and four appointive or ex 

officio. The six offices formally designated as the executive department—  

governor, secretary of state, auditor, treasurer, attorney general and 

superintendent of public ins truetioiA-and the state mine inspector? were 

all provided with two year terms, while the three members of the corpora

tion commission® were to be elected for six year overlapping terms. Of 

the six offices in the executive department, only that of the governor 

was assigned specific duties by the constitution, the duties of the others 

being left to statutory prescription.^ In addition to these eight 

agencies, the constitution established a state examiner,^ a board of

whether successive or noti This was amended oh the floor. In support of 
the original provision Mr, A. F. Parsons of Cochise County stated: MI 
believe that is one of the best provisions that has"been written into 
this proposition...1 think where graft has been practiced more than any
where else has been in connection with the office of our State Treasurer.. 
This brought the rejoinder from Mr. Lamar Cobb of Graham County, "I 
should think that the State Treasurer should be allowed to succeed him- ' 
self for at least one term, because he is not getting a very large salary, 
and the only inducement would be the opportunity for graft for the two 
years he is there." See Journal, Arizona Constitutional Convention,
1910, pp. U09-10.

^Arizona Constitution, Art. V, Sec. 1.

7Ibid., Art. XX.

®Ibid., Art. XV. Article XV contains detailed provisions relating 
to the duties of this body in supervising the operations of public service 
corporations.

^Ibid., Art. V, Sec. 9.

IQlbid,, Art. X. This officer is appointed by the governor with 
the advice and consent of the senate, and his duties as an examiner of 
public books and accounts are left to be given precise content by the 
legislature.
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' "I Oregents of the state university, a state board of education, and a 

state board of equalization*^ Since the board of equalization was 

abolished by a constitutional amendment approved by the electorate on 
November 5, 1912, there have been since that time but eleven constitutional 

administrative offices and agencies*

Although the constitution expressly designated only the eleven 

agencies just named, to suppose that Arizona’s state government ever 

operated with so small an administrative establishment would be far from 

the truth* Agencies which had been serving as part of the territorial 
administrative machinery were immediately given status by the legislature 

as state agencies♦ In fact, the Revised Statutes of Arizona for 1913 

lists at least thirty-one additional offices, boards or commissions that 

might be classed as separate agencies of government, making a total of 

forty-two which Arizona could boast virtually from the beginning of 

statehood*"^

^Tbid,, Art* XI, Sec. 5* The board of regents is composed of the 
governor, the superintendent of public instruction and eight members 
appointed by the governor with the approval of the senate to serve 
overlapping terms of eight years*

^Ibid*, Art. XI, Sec. 3* The governor, the superintendent of public 
instruction, the president of the state university, the principals of the 
state normal schools, all ex officio, and a city superintendent of schools, 
a high school principal and a county superintendent of schools, appointed 
by the governor, comprise this board*

13JIbid*, Art. IX, Sec. 11. The constitution as originally adopted 
provided for a state board of equalization composed of the chairmen of 
the fourteen county boards of supervisors and the state auditor as ex- 
officio chairman of the board. After the abolition of this board its 
functions were vested in a state tax commission.

Ill . • •
See Appendix for list of agencies, pp. 92-93*
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In the light of orthodox theory of reorganization, Arizona’s adminis

trative structure was inadequate from the beginning of statehood. But 

the people of Arizona and their political leaders appeared not to be 

troubled. Either they were not aware of the emergent theory of administra

tive reorganization or they did not subscribe to it. Accordingly, reor

ganization was not an issue in Arizona politics, to judge by party plat
forms and recorded statements of gubernatorial candidates# for nearly a 
decade. Governmental efficiency or its opposite— waste, extravagance# 

inefficiency— was in those years, as ever, a favorite theme of political 

campaigners. Republican party platforms of 19lU aid 1916 condemned the 

Democratic Hunt administration for inefficiency and extravagance,^ and 

the 1916 document even went so far as to condemn the creation of "useless# 

interlocking and conflicting offices and commissions," but the implication 

of the charge was not that agencies performing worthwhile services should 

be integrated under the direction of the governor but that they were use

less appendages to state government which could and should be unceremoni

ously lopped off, to the great improvement of state administration.^ 

"While, as Hatter indicates, mis-management, extravagance, and the Hunt 

"political machine” were major issues of Arizona gubernatorial campaigns 

191U-18 the Republicans offered as a solution a change of personnel rather

■°Menzo E. Hatter, The Major Issues in Arizona’s Gubernatorial 
Campaigns, unpublished Master’s thesis, Arizona State College at Tempe, 
1951) pp» 230-31, 2lt7. A complete compilation of the full texts of 
major party" platforms In"Arizona, 19lU through 19$0, is appended to 
this thesis, pp. 217-U67.

l6Ibid., p. 2U7.
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than a reorganization of the administrative sturcture#*^ In 1920 the 
Republican party thus unable to offer general mis-management as a campaign 

plea, since Republican Governor Thomas E. Campbell was then completing 

his first full term of office as chief executive#

During the pre-1920 years three devices of administrative control—  

the merit system, centralized state purchasing and the executive budget—  

were at various times urged upon the legislature# As early as 1912 a 
bill to provide a "systematic and economical" method of purchasing was

-i O

introduced in the house of representativesThe 191i| Democratic plat

form also recommended the establishment of centralized purchasing for 

all state departments, officials and institutions# These early efforts# 

as well as all subsequent attempts to secure such a system for the state 

of Arizona, were unsuccessful. Interest in a merit system for state 

employees was evident from legislation introduced in the state senate 

in 1919 and again in 1921 authorizing the creation of a state civil 

service commission#^ Neither bill got out of the senate. A proposal 

for a state merit system, stressing veterans’ preference and supported by 

the American Legion, was offered as an initiative measure in November, 
1920.20 This, too# met with defeat#

17Ibid., pp. 21, 22, 27-16, 186.
18House Bill 10, First Legislature, First Special Session, 1912# 

Tabled in the house#

■^Senate Bill 111, Fourth Legislature, Regular Session, 1919# and 
Senate Bill 7# Fifth Legislature, Regular Session# 1921#

20State of Arizona, Initiative and Referendum Publicity Pamphlet.
1920, pp. 33-3U# —  ---- ----- = ----
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More successful was agitation for a budget system, both parties de

claring for it in their 1916 platforms. As a result a rather weak 

substitute for an executive budget was placed upon the statute books 

in 1919 to provide the framework for the state budget system as it 

existed, with minor changes, until 19lt3.^ Briefly, the law required 

heads of agencies receiving or asking state funds'^ to submit by October 

1 of each year a report of the financial condition of their respective 
agencies. In even-numbered years the report was to include budget estimates 

for the ensuing biennium. Annually, the state auditor also was to submit 

to the governor a report of the use made of all appropriated funds. The 

governor was to supplement this information by "a careful survey* of the 

agencies concerned and then prepare a budget for submission to the 

legislature, within five days of the beginning of each session, to be 

nbased upon his own conclusions and judgment,M according to the wording 

of the statute. Major shortcomings of such a budget system are immediately 

apparent. There was provided no executive control over expenditures, no 

sanctions against agencies for irregularities disclosed by their reports, 

and no control over non-appropriated state funds. Moreover, it was patently 
impossible for a governor inaugurated on the first Monday in January to 

make a careful budget survey as a basis for recommendations due five days 

after the second Monday in the same month. Nevertheless, this budget 
legislation marked some improvement over the previous complete lack of 

systematized budgeting.

^Revised Statutes of Arizona. 1928, Art. 1, Secs. 2607-13.
22No budgetary control was "provided for non-appropriated funds, such 

as those stemming from fees, licensing, and service charges collected by
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In 1920 Thomas E* Campbell was elected to serve his second full term 

as governor. In the course of the campaign neither the platform nor the 

candidate stressed reorganization as a major issue. Nor had there been 

any record of agitation for administrative reorganization in preceding 

years. Yet in his biennial message to the joint session of the legislature, 

January 11, 1921, Governor Campbell advised the legislators that he was 

to stress three subjects— roads, education and adainistrative reform.

With regard to the third item the governor stated that Dr. A. E. Buck of 
New York had been employed to draft a plan for revision and reconstruction 

of state government and that details of the program would be later 
presented in a special message.^3 .

On February 7, 1921, the legislature convened in joint session to 

hear the governor present his program for administrative reorganization. 

Before commencing his address the governor distributed copies of two plans 

for reorganization, one involving constitutional amendments and the other 

dependent solely upon legislation.^ Governor Campbell first called the 

attention of the legislators to the condition of state administration in 

which more than fifty separate, offices, boards, commissions, departments.

the agencies providing the service or supervising the activity in 
connection with which the revenue is collected. For the fiscal year 
1919-20 the total of appropriated funds spent by state agencies was 
$1,172,733.32, while expenditures of non-appropriated funds were nearly 
four times as great— $f>,67k,357.0l*. Annual Report of the State Auditor 
for the fiscal year 1920-21, p. Wi*

' ^gtate of Arizona, Journal of the Senate (hereafter referred to as 
SJ), Fifth Legislature, Regular Session, 1921, p. 9*

Slî he text of these plans is to be found in Biennial, Veto and 
Special Messages of Thomas E. Campbell, January ll, 1921, to March”22, 
1921, pp. 2b-Ubr.
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bureaus and other agencies were *answerable practically to no authority 

and subject to no supervision or direction," with resulting discord, 

extravagance, and inefficiency* In support of his plans for correcting 

this condition he pointed out that the principles involved were not new 

but had already proved their worth in Illinois, Nebraska and Idaho. The 

two plans now in the hands of the legislature, the governor asserted, 

were disigned by Dr. Buck to put into effect the principles of the Illinois 
Civil Administrative Code.^

Apparently most desirous of giving his program a high degree of 

initial impetus, Governor Campbell had invited former Governor Frank

0. Lowden of Illinois to address the gathering on the results of the 

Illinois reorganization plan. Both addresses were well received by the 

packed galleries, but this reception did not necessarily mean that all 
present were convinced of the desirability of adopting the reorganization
proposals.26

Accompanying the two plans for reorganization was a printed message 

of explanation, elaborating further on the need and setting forth the 

general principles of administrative reorganization upon which the plans 

were based. A comparison of these principles with those stated in the 
preceding chapter^? indicates that Dr. A. E. Buck was rather consistent

ZSlbid., P. 122.

26g@e Arizona Republican, February 8, 1921, and The Messenger, 
February 12, 1^21. Commented The Messenger, "The message of the governor 
and the address of the distinguished visitor were well received, but 
there is not much liklihood of such a revolutionary change at present."

271Supra, p. ?•
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in his views over the years 1921-1938• In essence, the principles 

presented were as followst

1) Consolidation of agencies into a few departments, each with a 

major function,

2) Bach department to be headed by a single administrator appointed 

by and responsible to the governor and acting collectively as his cabinet,

3) Use of boards or commissions for quasi-legislative, quasi-judicial, 
inspectional or advisory purposes but not for purely administrative work,

U) A four-year term for the governor, with terms of department heads 

regulated accordingly,

5) Appropriate sub-division of departments with lines of authority 
running to the department head.

6) A budget system in which the governor is responsible for 

presenting plans to the legislature for expenditure and revenue

The plan for reorganization without constitutional amendment con

templated eight administrative departments— agriculture, education and 

registration, finance, labor and industry, military affairs, public 

welfare, public works and buildings, and reclamation and irrigation— each 

administered by a single director appointed by and responsible to the 

governor. The state examiner was to head the bureau of accounting and 

budgeting in the department of finance, while the state auditor was 

assigned post auditing duties only. Other constitutional offices were 
to continue functioning largely as before.^9

^Thomas E. Campbell, Biennial, Veto and Special Messages, January 
11, 1921, to March 22, 1921, pp. 30-31. :— "

29For a detailed organization chart, see Appendix, p. 99,
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For complete reorganization including constitutional changes the 

governor’s plan prescribed two additional departments— law and state—  

and the addition of a bureau of the treasury to the department of finance, 

a bureau of mines and a bureau of public utilities to the department 

of labor and industry, and a bureau of public schools to the department 

of education and registration. The state auditor was either to remain 

elective or to become an appointee of the legislature, in either case 

being sheared of all duties but post auditing. Under this plan the 
constitution would have to be amended to lengthen the terms of the governor 

and auditor to four years and to abolish the constitutional offices 

of treasurer, attorney general, secretary of state, superintendent of 

public instruction, mine inspector and the corporation commission. The 

state board of education was also to be abolished or alternatively made 

into a body entirely composed of gubernatorial appointees. If retention 

of the board of regents as a separate agency outside the department of 

education and registration was desired, removal of constitutional 

provisions relating to the board of regents was still recommended.
Finally, the president of the senate was to replace the secretary of 

state as first in line of succession to the governorship•

The essentials of the plan for reorganization by legislative 

action were, with relatively slight modifications, embodied in identical 
bills introduced in both houses of the legislature."^ The bills emphasized

3°See Appendix for organization chart,- p, 100.

^•Senate Bill 12$ and House Bill 163, Fifth Legislature, Regular 
Session, 1921. Bureaus of tax equalization and of reports ami printing 
were omitted from the department of finance, while centralized purchasing 
was limited by the phrase, "for all departments and independent agencies
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the governor1s responsibility for administration and stressed the need 

for clear lines of authority and responsibility, logical division of 

departments, and cooperation and coordination among departments. To make 

financial controls more meaningful, they provided that gross receipts 

of all state agencies should be payable to the state treasury and 

disbursements made only in consequence of appropriation made by law 

and upon warrant of the state auditor#

The governor in his special message had reviewed several objections 

which had been previously raised by opponents of reorganization, with 

the hope, no doubt, of minimizing these objections in the minds of his 

hearers. In substance they were 1) that the plan was too revolutionary,

2) that it would create too many appointive offices, 3) that.it would 

lay the foundations for a political machine and U) that the system would 

be more expensive to maintain than the old one.^ There were yet stronger 
arguments to be advanced against the chief executivets program. The 

Messenger, a Democratic weekly issuing from Phoenix, was quick to offer 

this ingenious syllogism in condemnation of reorganization* "Centraliza

tion of power is the bulwark of autocracy and the deadly enemy of true 

democracy. The cabinet form of governor sic] advocated by governor

as practicable." Further, the bureau of correction was left out of the 
department of public welfare, the bureau of public buildings and parks 
from the department of public works and buildings and the bureaus of 
dairy inspection and of state fairs from the department of agriculture.
Cf. organization chart. Appendix, p- 99.

32SJ, Fifth Legislature, Regular Session, 1921, p. 123.
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Campbell Is in the line of centralization, hence a menace to popular 

government

House Bill 163 languished on the house calendar, but its senate 

counterpart. Senate Bill 125, fared better in the chamber of its origin* 

However, before the measure reached a crucial vote in the senate, party 

lines had been tightly drawn against bills classed as administration 

measures, in which category the reorganization bill found itself. 
Supported by a Republican majority in the senate, the bill passed by a 

strict party vote of ten to eight, one Democrat being absent. With a 

Democratic majority in the house the defeat of "the bill was certain even 

as it passed the senate, so that the final passage in that chamber gen

erated little debate. Arizona's first major reorganization program had 
foundered on the rocks of party strife.^

^The Messenger, Feburary 12, 1921. In a later comment, on March 5, 
The Messenger was bitterly abusive and even more careless with the truth: 
"Senate Bill No. 125 introduced by Senator Wilkinson of Maricopa County 
is the most dangerous and revolutionary measure to come before any 
legislature since statehood. It is either a huge joke or a monstrosity.

"The object of the bill could be nothing else than to create a huge 
political machine to perpetuate the present regime. By this measure all 
property of the state, full power of taxation ami life and death of every 
citizen in Arizona is £ s i 0  entrusted to the wisdom of Governor Campbell. 
Arizona would be transformed from a democracy into a kingdom."

3^See Arizona Republican, March 9 and March 12, 1921. While ac- 
knowledgihg the influence of party strife in the defeat of the reorganiza
tion measures, the Arizona Republican, in an editorial of March 5, 1921* 
suggested that reorganization faced even more serious a stumbling block, 
"...there is something more formidable than party opposition to be over
come— the influence of politicians of both parties who flourish best 
among a multiplicity of offices, boards and commissions. They appeal 
strongly to every office holder and to every man who aspires to office 
holding."



The educational value of Governor Campbell's reorganization program 

was evident in the political campaign of 1922♦ For the first time both 

parties in their platforms placed themselves on record as favoring 

thorough reorganization of the state's administrative structure— this 

after the Campbell-sponsored bills had gone down to defeat the preceding 

year* The statement of the Republican party was an unequivocal endorse
ment of the defeated program!

1
We endorse the presentation to the next legislature of a 

civil administrative code as presented to the fifth legislature by 
Governor Campbell. This code would abolish fifty-two boards and 
commissions and substitute in lieu thereof eight department heads* 
This law if placed upon the statute books will result in a saving 
of approximately $100,000 to the taxpayers each year and in . 
responsible and systematic control of the state's business.35

The Democratic statement on reorganization is reminiscent of Harding*s

1920 pronouncement in favor of international organization— not the League

of Nations but an association of nations. In this case the Democrats

wanted not the Campbell program but another program involving essentially

what Campbell had offered:

Official duties must be coordinated, useless enterprises aban
doned, surplus jobs— which of late have multiplied incredibly- 
lopped off* With this end in view the Democratic party proposes an 
immediate survey, by experts in governmental economy and efficiency, 
of state institutions and state activities of every nature and 
descriptionj to urge such remedial legislation"as the seriousness 
of the situation may require, and to put into effect, at the earliest 
possible moment, such reforms as are necessary to afford relief.3°

Since party platforms are normally composed of statements calculated to

catch votes, irrespective of the need, practicality, or ambiguity of the

proposal, one might conclude that Governor Campbell had sold his program

39

3%atter, op» cit., p. 271*
36Ibid., p. 266-267.
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to the people if not to the legislature, or at least so must the politicians 
have thought.

George Wiley Paul Hunt, entering in 1923 upon his fourth term as 

governor of Arizona, included in his biennial message to the sixth legis

lature a request for administrative reforms which were mild in comparison 

with Campbell* s proposal of the previous session. Primarily concerned 

with enhancement of the executive appointive powers as a means of achieving 

greater responsibility in government. Governor Hunt strenuously objected 
to ex officio membership of elective state officials on boards and 

commissions; to appointment of officers, boards and commissions with 

longer terms than that of the governor; and to appointment by the legis

lature of administrative officials. Specifically, he asked the legis

lature to give him authority to appoint for terms not longer than his 

own the land commissioner, the state historian the state librarian, the 

commissioner of agriculture and horticulture, the state superintendent 
of banks, the state child welfare board and the board of regents of the 

University of Arizona.^7 Later, apparently in an effort to encourage 

action on some of the reorganization legislation thus requested, he sent 
a special message to the legislature, quoting the portions of the 

Democratic party platform of 1922 relating to reorganization.^^ ,

Whether impelled by loyalty to Governor Hunt or to the party plat
form, by desire for economy in government or by a grudge against 

particular agencies of government, legislators in this sixth regular

3?SJ, Sixth Legislature, Regular Session, 1923, pp. 5-8.

38Ibid., p. 1*73.
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session introduced at least sixteen Mils to abolish agencies of govern

ment or to enlarge the governor's appointive powers, none of which, 

however, was enacted into law*^? The net result of these efforts appeared 

to be little more than general obfuscation of ary need for a thorough 

administrative reorganization*

As a political campaign issue reorganization was dead for the remain
der of the decade* Not a line in either party platform for the succeeding 

three elections suggested any need for administrative reorganization* 
Extravangance and waste came in for their wonted share of publicity, but 

always a change of party administration was the proffered remedy.

Governor Hunt, however, elected in 192k to his fifth term as governor, 

had not forsworn the desire for increased appointive powers, albeit his 

requests to the seventh legislature were more modest than those of two 

years earlier. In his biennial message the governor called upon his 
fellow Democracts to redeem the pledges of their party platform by 

attacking the problem of divided responsibility for state administration* 

The platform to which he referred was not the most recent such document 

issued by his party but the platform of 1922, a portion of which had 

served as a basis for his reorganization plea in 1923. At this time he

^Agencies under threat of abolition were the state banking depart
ment, the board of directors of state institutions, the high school cadet 
commission, the state water commissioner, the Arizona resources board, 
the water distribution representatives, the state board for vocational 
education, the corporation commission, the state game warden and the 
Arizona commission of agriculture and horticulture. Bills were introduced 
to authorize gubernatorial appointment of a state land commissioner, the 
state librarian, the state historian and a three-man board of pardons and 
paroles. Of two bills pertaining to the board of regents, one would 
reduce their term of office to two years and another would stagger their 
terms so as to require appointment of four regents every four years*
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renewed his request that the governor be authorized to appoint the 

administrative officers of the state, particularly the state land 

commissioner, the state librarian, the state historian and the board of 

pardons and p a r o l e s A s  before, his pleas resulted in no positive 
action.

Afar more spectacular proposal than anything the governor had 

suggested was a measure introduced by Senator H. A. Elliott of Clifton 
to centralize administrative authority in the hands of a state board to 

end all boards, reputedly modeled after the 1?21 Michigan reorganization 

plan.bl Under the terms of this "Civil Administration Code* the governor, 

secretary of state, treasurer, auditor, attorney-general, superintendent 

of public instruction, mine inspector, corporation commission and the 

tax commission were to constitute a board of state directors exercising 

"general supervisory control, with plenary regulatory powers, over 

the administrative functions and activities of all state agencies."

The powers and duties of all boards and commissions, except those 

established by the constitution, were to be conferred on this one 

super-board. While the governor, as chairman, could veto any action 
of the board, any five members could negate an order of the governor,^

A second important feature of the bill was the provision for a state 

comptroller, appointed by the senate for a period of six years, charged

Seventh Legislature, Regular Session, 1925, p. U.

^Senate Bill 37, Seventh Legislature, Regular Session, 1925* For 
a journalistic report of this bill see Arizona Republican, January 21*, 1925*

k^For voting purposes the corporation commission and the tax 
commission counted each as one person.
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with the supervision of state accounting practices, the settlement of all 

claimp by or against the state, the pre-auditing of all expenditures by 

state agencies, the inspection of books and accounts of spending agencies, 

and the exercise of powers and duties theretofore vested in the governor 

by the budget act of 1919 as amended.

■Whatever the intent of the sponsors of the bill. Governor Hunt took 
personal affront to its provisions and marshalled his supporters in the 

legislature to beat down what he termed a legislative attempt to circum

vent the power of the executive by authorizing the senate to appoint an 

administrative officer with almost unlimited powers of supervision over 

elective officials.^ In the senate the bill passed with but four dissents, 

three senators casting a negative vote because they believed the bill 

took from tile governor powers that rightfully belonged to him and the 

fourth because he felt it increased the powers of the governor.^* The 

well-organized administration bloc in the house, determined to prevent 

the passage of the bill, succeeded in doing so by the time-honored process 

of amending it to death. Tacking one amendment after another to the 

proposal, the opponents of the measure finally secured passage of a motion 
for its “indefinite postponement1* on the grounds that the senate was too 

overloaded with work at this late date in the session (March 6) to give 

serious consideration to the numerous amendments to the bill.^

^SJ, Seventh Legislature, Regular Session, 1925, pp. 598-601. 

^Arizona Republican, March b, 1925.

^Ibid., March 7, 1925.
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• ' By 1927 Governor Hunt was clearly on the defensive In matters of

executive prerogative. Instead of asking the eighth legislature for 

more authority in state administration he appeared to be warning them 

against restricting the governor*s exercise of powers he already had, 

stating, "Laws which tend to hamper or restrict the efficient exercise 
of the authority of any branch of government, as defined by the constitu

tion, are not for the best interests of the state,

Again, however, without sponsorship of the administration, a 
comprehensive plan for reorganization was found in the legislative 

hopper.^7 Introduced by Representative Elijah Allen from Maricopa County, 

the measure was nearly identical with Governor Campbell’s 1921 Civil 

Administrative Code. In addition to this proposal the house was presented 

with a state comptroller bill providing for an officer appointed by the 

president of the senate and speaker of the house to fill duties similar 

to those imposed upon the comptroller in Senator Elliott*s reorganisation 

bill of 192$$^ Although both bills passed the house, both could scarcely 
become law because of the conflict in assignment of financial duties*

The senate resolved all conflicts by tabling the revived Campbell bill^

k^SJ, Eighth Legislature, Regular Session, 1927, pp. 70-71*
k^House Bill 23, Eighth Legislature, Regular Session, 1927*

k^House Bill 79, Eighth Legislature, Regular Session, 1927*
^Elijah Allen, in introducing the bill, was motivated by a personal " 

conviction that its enactment would promote economy in state administration. 
His action was without administration support and was passed, as he 
believes, by the majority group of the house in hope of obtaining his 
support on other majority-sponsored measures, with the tacit understanding 
that the bill would be killed in the senate. Neither the house nor the 
senate desired to increase the powers of Governor Hunt, which the reor
ganization bill would certainly have done. Interview with Elijah Allen, 
July 25, 1952*
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and enacting the comptroller bill Kith drastic amendments• In its final 

form it provided for a legislative examiner, rather than a comptroller, 

vested Kith auditing, investigatory and reporting functions but prohibited 

from interfering with the executive budget*

Despite the absence from the final draft of the measure of provision 

for the examiner to perform any budgetary or pre-auditing functions. 

Governor Hunt issued a vitriolic veto message condemning the measure as 
part of a plot to usurp executive powers and establish a legislative 
dictatorship,̂  The veto was sustained by the legislature, and the 

legislative examiner was not created at this time*^

The year 1929 saw a Republican governor in the capitol once more. 

Governor John C. Phillips was not inclined to rock the legislative boat 

with controversial reorganization proposals or otherwise do anything 

that might arouse antagonism in the two houses. His short biennial 

message contained no reference to administrative reorganization.^ A 

legislative examiner bill similar to the measure vetoed by Hunt the 

previous session again received legislative approval and became law

^Quoting the governor, "The bill is merely an expedient to shear ' 
the governor and other constitutional officers of their duties, forsooth, 
because a cabal in the Legislature are determined to supplant their 
wishes for the wishes and desires of the people of this State." He further 
charged that the proponents of the bill had gone "for guidance to the 
offices of corporation attorneys, to the cloisters of the Arizona Indus
trial Congress, and to the lair of the Arizona Mining Congress.” See SJ, 
Eighth Regular Session, 1927, pp« 80U-08.

^Throughout the session Governor Hunt had been at odds with a large 
majority of his own party in both houses of the legislature. Of ten house 
bills to receive the gubernatorial veto, six were overridden by the 
legislature.

Ninth Legislature, Regular Session, 1929, pp. 15-18.



under the governor’s signature*-^ Harmony characterized executive- 

legislative relations, and the issue of reorganization, ushered in at 

the beginning of the decade with such fanfare by the State of Arizona's 

first Republican governor, was permitted to sink gently into quiescence 

at the end of the decade by Arizona’s second Republican governor, until 
new conditions should shortly call it forth.

b6

louse Bill 122, Ninth Legislature, Regular Session, 1929*



CHAPTER III

EFFORTS TO REORGANIZE ARIZONA'S GOVERNMENT, 1P30-1PU?

■While the Phillips administration was still in mid-passage, economic 
depression swept down upon the United States. In Arizona, #s in other 
states, problems of governmental finance loomed larger than ever before. 

With tax yields dropping and tax delinquency a widespread affliction, 
demands for efficiency and economy in governmental operations multiplied. 

As long-publicized means for reconciling both of these desired ends in 

government, programs for administrative reorganization were dusted off 

and once more brought into the political arena.

With a platform statement similar in import to that issued eight 

years earlier, the Democrats pledged their candidates to provide a care
ful survey of Arizona's "business" organization for the purpose of 

administrative consolidation and elimination of duplication.^* The 

Republican party, while pledging further economy in government, felt the 
necessity of praising the Phillips administration rather than offering

^Menzo E. Hatter, The Major Issues in Arizona's Gubernatorial Campaigns, 
unpublished Master's thesis, Arizona State College at Te'rnpe, 1951, p. 33?.
The plank reads as follows t "As a further"means of bringing about 
governmental economy and efficiency we favor a careful survey of Arizona's 
business organization, in all its departments, in order that present day 
facts and conditions may be conclusively determined and a more simplified 
form of the public business structure created. We pledge our candidates 
for governor and the legislature to provide for such a survey with a 
view to the early discontinuance of unnecessary or duplicated activities 
and the concolidation of related ones whenever economically and consti
tutionally possible."
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a program which Governor Phillips had largely ignored* Nevertheless the 
issue was now one not easily downed*

Governor Hunt, assuming office for the seventh time, returned with 

renewed vigor to the problem of securing greater responsibility in 
government. "The time has arrived when each of the great departments 

of the state government, be it legislative, executive, or judicial, should 
be given control of the functions pertaining to it," the governor asserted* 
"By this means responsibility can be fixed and resulting efficiency 
secured.Although the theme was the same. Governor Hunt shewed that 

his outlook was broader by citing as examples the past administrative 
reforms of Illinois and New York.^ His recommendations also encompassed 

a larger area of state administration than previously, "While still 

expressing concern for the governor* s appointive powers, he now recommended 

consolidations as well, specifically requesting consolidation of all 

state legal business in the office of the attorney general and the 

merging of agencies dealing with agriculture, horticulture and public 

health into unified departments. Moreover, whereas before his chief 

complaints in regard to boards and commissions were their ex officio 

composition and extended tenure of office, he now condemned them for their 
impractical!ty and inefficiency as administrative bodies

The predominantly Democratic tenth legislature was apparently sincere 

in trying to redeem the portion of their party platform relating to a

2' State of Arizona, Journal of the Senate (hereafter referred to as 
SJ), Ninth Legislature, Regular Session, 1931, p. 1|0*

3Ibid., p. Itl*

W d . ,  pp. 38-39*



survey of state government, although no agreement on the type of survey 
was secured until a special session had been called in December, 1931# 
During the regular session proposals were introduced in both houses of 

the legislature for a comprehensive survey of governmental organization 

to be conducted by a joint committee of both houses provided with a 

$25, (XX) appropriation and authorized to gather information for the 

formulation of a streamlined, efficient and economical business system 
for the state.^ Both measures were killed in the house, but in the course 

of the first special session the two houses agreed to appoint committees 

to investigate the expense of carrying on state business for the purpose 

of reducing taxation,^ Although the scope of the survey was considerably 

narrowed from the broad sweep of authority proposed under the earlier 

bills, the legislature had at last recognized the need for some type 

of thorough governmental overhaul#

Besides the survey proposals, several other bills to effect miscel

laneous changes in the administrative structure of the state found their 

way into the state house in the course of the regular session. Of these 

but one successfully ran the legislative gauntlet and emerged as law*
This was a bill to consolidate legal services of the state* With one

-’Senate Bill $2 and House Bill 13U, Tenth Legislature, Regular 
Session, 1931*

6Senate Resolution 2 and House Resolution 8, Tenth Legislature, First 
Special Session, 1931-32. Appointed to the senate committee were Thomas 
Collins, Harry Hill, John P. Cull, C. C. Crenshaw, W. B. Kelly and Fred
A. Sutter. House committee; members were M. J. Hannon, Av E. Hinton,
Thomas D. Tway, S. A. Spear, and William Walton. See SJ, Tenth Legislature 
First Special Session, 1931-32, p.113 * and State of Arizona, Journal of 
the House (hereafter referred to as HJ), Tenth Legislature, First Special 
Session, 1931-32, p. 175*
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exception, the industrial commission, all agencies of government were 

thenceforth required to obtain legal services through the office of the 

attorney general* During this session, also. Governor Hunt nullified the 

legislative examiner law, enacted during the Phillips administration, by 

the simple expedient of vetoing.appropriations for that office*? In 1933
othis moribund statute was quietly removed from the statute books*

By 1932 administrative reorganization had reached a new height of 
popularity as a political catchword, with both parties promising whole
sale reconstruction of state government,^ Dr. B. B. Moeur, victorious 

Democratic candidate for the governorship, personally pledged his support 

to a program for effecting elimination or consolidation of the numerous 

agencies of state government*"^ With both parties and the gubernatorial 

incumbent solidly committed to a program of reorganization, and with the 

spur of the most compelling economic pressures, conditions at the opening

?SJ, Tenth Legislature, Regular Session, 1931, P* 966.

®House Bill 266, Eleventh Legislature, Regular Session, 1933*
0The Democratic platform stated* "Keeping in mind the requirements 

of efficient government, and those essential services to the people 
without which government would fail of its purpose, the - governmental 
structure, which has undergone no overhauling since statehood, must be 
reorganized and modernized to effect both economy and efficiency** 
Hatter, op* cit., p, 355*

Said the Republican document: *We favor such reorganization as
will centralize our state government by doing away with all independent 
boards and commissions, either elective or appointive, and making them 
responsible directly to the chief executive of the state." Hatter, 
op, cit*, pp* 360-61.

1®B. B. Moeur, Statement of Principles upon Which Dr* 3. B. Moeur 
Is Seeking Election as Governor of Arizona (1932), political pamphlet 
in U* of A. library collection* ! .
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of 1933 appeared ripe for a triumph of the reorganization movement in 

Arizona.

Governor Hoeur, perhaps feeling new in the office and desiring to 

become better acquainted with the administrative establishment before 

advocating radical changes, and, without doubt, aware of the legislative 

proposals which the special legislative committees had prepared, 
recommended only a few specific consolidations— the transfer of duties 

and powers of the state water commissioner to the state land commissionerj 
the consolidation of activities performed by the child welfare board, 

the department of child hygiene and the state laboratory under the state 

board of health; and the uniting of agricultural activities in a 

department of agriculture.̂  These changes were avowedly recommended in 

the interest of effecting savings in state operations. ..

Whatever the governor* s recommendations lacked in comprehensiveness 

was amply compensated for in the report of the special legislative 
committees appointed the previous session. Committee recommendations 

were pithily prefaced by the ominously obvious remark: **In brief, your

committee knows of no way to economize other than to practice economy 

and adjust expense to collectible i n c o m e . T h i s  statement was followed 

by a series of general and far-reaching suggestions for reform affecting 

all three branches of government, including general reduction of salaries, 

centralization of purchasing, abandonment of the county judicial district, 

centralized control and responsible management of public affairs,

"^SJ, Eleventh Legislature, Regular Session, 1933, pp. 17-18.
12Ibid., p. kl.
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delegation of increased authority to county boards, withdrawal of 
legislative control over appointment of administrative heads and four 

year terms for all state and county officers*"^ Supplementing these 

general recommendations was the outline of a plan for complete reorgani
zation of state administration, providing for the consolidation of a n  

state administrative functions into eight so-called bureaus, each admini
stered by a single gubernatorial appointee— the governor1s office,, 

institutions, military affairs, health, conservancy, public works, 
industrial relations, and husbandry— and five departments headed by 

constitutional officials— records, justice, finance, education, and 

corporations. Certain other changes were also deemed desirable by the 

committees. If possible, the corporation commission should be abolished 

by constitutional amendment and its principal duties transferred to a 

bureau of public utilities. Likewise, if the office of state treasurer 
could be abolished the department of finance should be administered by 
the governor's appointee. Finally, the committees recommended that 

the office of mine inspector be merged with the bureau of industrial 

relations and that the state auditor be placed at the head of a bureau 
of audits and accounts attached to the legislature.-^

As a conclusion to the report the committees expressed their belief 

that no such program as had been outlined could be adopted without a 

struggle, their categorization of anticipated opposition is so cogent as

13Ibid., pp. U5-U6. 

l^Ibid., pp. U8-U9.
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to merit full quotation:

Many...officials whose tenure of office may be curtailed will for 
obvious reasons oppose the movement. Then there are business and 
industrial groups which...are for economy per se but are disposed 
to look askance at a change which might threaten the favors from 
government to which they are accustomed. Hext come those who 
profess to favor the consolidation of departments but with whose 
views no concrete proposal ever coincides. They agree with the 
idea but cannot agree to its execution. Last are those who 
honestly feel that important principles are in danger of violation.^

To all objections which might be raised the committees offered one basic
answer: reorganization is the only way to cut the coats of government
without lowering efficiency or discontinuing necessary services.^

Concluded the report, “The present emergency, then, presents at once a

necessity and an opportunity.

With some modifications the recommendations relating to administrative 

reorganization were introduced in the senate as Senate Bill U5 by Kelly,

Hill and Collins of the special senate committee.^® Instead of the 

thirteen departments and bureaus the bill prescribed but eleven departments. 

The suggested bureau of military affairs and the department of records 

were placed within the department of the executive while the bureaus of 

institutions and health were merged in a department of health and welfare. 
Creation of a department of public utilities was made contingent upon 

abolition of the corporation commission by constitutional amendment*

The attorney general and the superintendent of public instruction were

•̂ Ibid., p. 50,
l6Ibid. ' J

17Ibid., p. 51*
T R
Senate Bill U5, Eleventh Legislature, Regular Session, 1933• See 

Appendix, p. 101, for organization chart*
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to head the departments of law and education, respectively, and the 

auditor and treasurer, until such time as these offices might be abolished 

by constitutional amendment, were placed in charge of bureaus within the 

department of finance. Other department heads were to serve at the 

pleasure of the governor and all were empowered to subdivide their respective 

departments as seemed best to promote efficient administration. In matters 
of personnel, the departments were to cooperate under the chairmanship of 

the director of the budget# who, as personnel manager, was charged with 

the responsibility of supervising a modified merit system for public 
employees. Several boards were attached to the various departments to 

perform advisory, quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial functions.

In the house of its origin the bill was the subject of heated 

debate and aroused a good deal of popular interest, the galleries on 

occasion vociferously registering their approval or disapproval of 
the course of the debates* z For the most part the onlookers, booing 

and hissing its opponents, appeared to be strongly in favor of the measure* 

One senator thus rudely interrupted turned to the galleries with the 

remark that he was surprised to see so many office-seekers present and 

then returned to his attack on the bi11*20

^The Arizona Daily Star, February 18, 1933, records the following! 
"In the Senate cheers and boos,.handclapping and hisses, rattled over 
the heads of the austere body during a final debate proceeding a 
favorable vote by the comnittee of the whole on the administrative 
reorganization bill...,It has been before the committee of the whole 
for more than a week, and the subject of almost daily debate*"

^Arizona Republic, February 18, 1933• Another indication of 
citizen interest in reorganization is recorded in the Arizona Republic# 
March 5# 1933* A group of five hundred citizens meeting in the Phoenix 
Union High School auditorium drew up a series of resolutions aimed at
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After a bitter battle the measure finally secured senate approval 

but with numerous amendments. Instead of giving the governor a free 
hand in the appointment and removal of department heads senatorial 

approval was required for their appointment, and removals, which might 

be only for cause, were made reviewable before a superior court of the 

state. Replacing the single commissioner at the head of the department 
of public works was to be an Arizona public works board serving six year 
terms and subject to the same provisions for appointment and removal as 
the other department heads. The incumbent members of the state highway 

commissions were designated as the initial board members. The industrial 

commission as then constituted was substituted for a secretary of 

industrial relations; the director of the division of taxation within 

the department of finance was replaced by the state tax commission; and 
the state game and fish commission, the game warden, the sheep sanitary 

board and the livestock sanitary board were retained as independent 

agencies outside the unified departmental structure. Other less 

significant amendments were also attached to the bill*

Governor Moeur was highly chagrined by the senate's mutilation of 

the reorganization measure. After its passage by that body the governor 

stated that the amendments had, in his opinion, destroyed the economic 

effectiveness of the bill and he recommended that the house either restore

cutting governmental expenditures. Among these was the demand that the 
governor be given authority to reorganize and consolidate state departments, 
institutions and activities in the interest of economy.

21SJ, Eleventh Legislature, Regular Session, 1933, pp. 203-0L, 337,
31*2-16,329, 533.
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it to its original form or reject it#22 in response to the governor's 

plea an attempt was made in the house to amend the measure by striking 

out all but the enacting clause and substituting House Bill 82,^3 a reprint 

of Senate Bill U5 before amendments# Unable to restore the bill to its 

original condition, the administration forces sought to amend it to death# 

After inserting an amendment that was obviously unacceptable to the senate, 
the administration group succeeded in carrying a motion to table the bill 
by a vote in committee of the whole of twenty-four to sixteen with 

twenty-four votes missing*^ The reorganization movement had once more 
turned up a blind alley#

Although the bill was killed as a direct result of the governor's 

request, there had been other objections to the reorganization proposal 

than the one which had prompted Governor Moexir to seek its defeat# The 

amendments to the original bill to which the governor took exception 

had been inspired by the departments affected whose influence was brought 
to bear upon the legislature#^ Several objections to the bill were

"̂ Arizona Daily Star, February 2U, 1933#

^^House Bill 82, Eleventh Legislature, Regular Session, 1933#

^Arizona Republic, March 8, 9, 1933* The amendment inserted was 
House Bill 30, previously passed by the house and killed in the senate, 
modifying the composition of the state highway commission#

As Mulford Winsor, member of the state senate at the time, recalls 
the matter, the house had planned to pass the measure as amended by the 
senate, but but of respect for Governor Moeur's wishes numerous supporters 
of the bill absented themselves from the floor when the vote was taken 
to table the bill, thus permitting the carriage of the motion# Interview 
with Mulford Winsor, July 18, 1922*

^Mulford Winsor attributes the failure of this reorganization 
movement in large part to opposition generated by affected departments# 
Interview with Mulford Winsor, July 18, 1922*



listed by Arizona Fax, a Phoenix weekly periodical, in a bitter attack 

upon the measure shortly after its introduction# While not wholly 

accurate in stating the facts, the periodical gave the following as the 

most undesirable features of the bill: 1) the governor would be able

to perpetuate himself and his descendants in power "just as the ruling' 

class of England has done for generations"5 2) all constitutional 
offices but three would be abolished; 3) of these the attorney general 

would be dominated by the governor because of the provision that M s  

appointments must have the approval of the latter; and U) the director 

of taxation in the department of finance would have "unlimited powers, 

curbed only by the pleasure of the g o v e r n o r # A n  editorial in the 

Mohave County Miner suggested that the new organization might throw too 

much work upon the shoulders of the governor for him to discharge it 

effectively. ̂  For the most part opposition to the plan voiced within 

the halls of the legislature appeared to be based upon the assertions 

that it would not result in any substantial saving and that it would
00place too much power in the hands of the governor#
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26̂Arizona Fax, February 3, 1933# Comparison of these statements 
with the text of the proposed measure indicates that all contain varying 
degrees of distortion from the truth, except perhaps the third enumerated 
objection. ■

^Cited in Arizona Fax, February 17, 1933*

^®See Arizona Daily Star, February 18, and March 9 and 10, 1933*
A revealing sidelight on the latter aspect of legislative opposition 
is found in this excerpt from the Star, March 9* "The surprise of 
today was the passage in the house of Christian's 'five line' bill#
It has the famous senate bill U5 beaten to the nth degree as a Mussolini 
measure. In five typewritten lines it authorizes the governor to 
abolish and concolidate departments at M s  will and to reduce any item 
in the budget to any extent# It excepts only constitutional offices#
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After 1933 the volume of political clamor for reorganization continued 

to fluctuate in response to the social and economic conditions of the 

times. As the commodity price index and employment level rose from the 

trough of the depression reached early in 1933, agitation for reorgani

zation tended to diminish gradually from a peak of activity in that year.

In 191*0 and 19liL, despite the increasing return or prosperity, a new 

flurry of demands for administrative reform was noticeable, probably 
stemming from the influence of federal reorganization programs initiated 
in 1 9 3 9 . With the onsurge of war prosperity and general preoccupation 

with the war, demand for administrative reform diminished almost to the 

vanishing point.

Indicative of tills trend are the party platforms of these years.

In 193U the Democrats still presented a strong declaration for reorganiza

tion of the administrative branch of state government: "The second

important governmental reform is the reorganization of the administrative 
branch of state government, the elimination of unnecessary, overlapping 

and duplicating agencies, and the establishment of more efficient control 
of the several functions performed, particularly those relating to public

Christian, one of the bitterest foes of Mussolinism and a leader in the 
house fight against U5» offered it in a sarcastic spirit. The house 
passed it by a vote of U5 to 1$."

2^This conclusion is adduced from the nature of Governor Osborn's 
reorganization program. See infra, p. 61 • No doubt the personal 
predilections of the governor were in part responsible for the renewed 
emphasis on reorganization, as well as the constantly increasing need 
occasioned by rising costs, added functions, and continued proliferation 
of administrative agencies.
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finances.*^®, The 1936 Democratic platform, though still paying obeisance 

to the issue, was decidedly more vague,31 and the 1938 document contained 

nothing at all on the subject* In 19U0 a suggestion of renewed interest 

in administrative reorganization lurked in a platform statement,-^ but 

throughout the war and the years Immediately following the Democratic 
platform was silent on reorganization*

The general pattern of Republican platform statements on the subject 
of administrative reorganization followed the same outline with one 
noticeable exception. In 1936, when the Democratic party in ambiguous 

terms was suggesting that something he done "to decrease cost and 

increase efficiency* in the “present set-up of state government," the 

Republicans pledged themselves in their most comprehensive platform 

statement yet devoted to the subject to a thorough overhaul of the 

state’s administrative machinery and the placing of full responsibility 
and authority for administration in the hands of the g o v e r n o r S u c h  

forthrightness on the issue may be attributable to the Republican

3%atter, op* cit», p* 372* The party also proposed a unicameral 
legislature*

"We favor a thorough examination of the many duplications and 
complications found existing in the present set-up of state government 
to the end that something will actually be done to decrease cost and 
increase efficiency*" Ibid*, p* 38U*

plan to materially reduce the cost of state government with no 
impairment of its efficiency will be the end desired by the Democratic 
party." Ibid., p. UlO.

Campaign statements, as compiled by Hatter, reveal that the minor 
candidates for the democratic gubernatorial nomination in 19U0—-C* M* 
Henderson, Ernest Carleton, and George Shields— were strikingly emphatic 
in pledging reorganization of state government* Ibid*, pp« 132-36*

3%atter, op. cit., pp. 393-9U*



gubernatorial aspirant, Thomas E. Campbell, who had organized the first 

significant assault on administration by divided and overlapping authority 

in Arizona. Subsequent Republican platforms conformed to those of the 

rival party with respect to reorganization. The 1938 document had 

nothing specific to say on the subject; the platform of 19i|0 evinced 
renewed interest; and succeeding party campaign statements, through 

19U8, entirely omitted any discussion of administrative reorganization.
Chief executives, faced with the problem of administering the affairs 

of the state, on the whole evinced more persevering concern for reorganisa

tion in one form or another» Governor Moeur, despite the turn of events 

that had led him to oppose the principal reorganization measure to come 

before the eleventh legislature, came out forcibly in 1935 for a survey 
of governmental functions with a view to consolidation at an early date*^ 

His successors also showed interest in the problem. Governor Rswleigh C. 

Stanford in his biennial message to the legislature, pointing out the 
necessity for consolidation and reorganization, made several recommenda-• 

tions for specific improvements in state administration.^ Two years 

later Governor R. T. Jones saw fit to offer similar recommendations, 

placing his emphasis on the need for reorganization of the state highway 
department and for an effective finance department.^ Sidney P, Osborn, 

governor from 19Ul to 19U8, at first added his voice to the refrain

3l*SJ, Twelfth Legislature, Regular Session, 1935, p. 15*

3%J, Thirteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 1937; pp. 13-ll|,
23-2U.

3^SJ, Fourteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 1939, pp. 15-16, 21.
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somewhat more Insistently than his two immediate predecessors, asking for 

power to reorganize the state executive department by decree under a 

grant of authority modeled after the federal reorganization legislation 

of 1939* At the same time he asked for reorganization by statute in 

several specific areas of state government.^ However, with the coming 

of war, the problem of general reorganization faded into the background 

before more pressing problems of the emergency period. Throughout the 

ensuing years of his administration Governor Osborn contented himself 
with various specific requests for administrative consolidations.and 

repeatedly counselled the legislature to provide for a detailed survey 

of the state governmental structure with a view to thorough reorganization 

at some future date.^®

During the years following 1931 numerous bills relating to individual 

areas of reorganization and improved administration were considered by ‘ 

the Arizona legislature. For the most part these measures could not be 

regarded as part of any over-all reorganization movement, nor were a 

substantial number of them enacted into law. Constantly recurrent and 

wholly unsuccessful were proposals dealing with the establishment of a 

state merit system, concerning which at least one bill was introduced 

in every regular session and some special sessions of the state legislature 

from 1935 through 1952; lengthening the terms of state officers, every

37sj, Fifteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 19lil, pp. 15-17, 21-22. 
See infra, p» 66 , for details on Osborn's reorganization program*

^®SJ, Fifteenth Legislature, First Special Session, 19U2, p. 21;
SJ, Sixteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 19lt3» pp. 16-17, 20, 52-53;
S?, Seventeenth Legislature, Regular Session, 1945, pp. 18, U7; SJ, 
Eighteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 19U7, p* 23*
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regolar session 1931-U9 except 193$i abolition of the corporation 

commission, at least every regular session 1931**k9» except 1939; and 

calling a constitutional convention to remake the entire constitution, 

advocated in every regular and seme special sessions 1931-37 and 19U7-$2. 

Abolition or modification of the office of state examiner, establishment 
of a lieutenant governor, provision for a central purchasing agent, 
reorganization of state agencies concerned with agriculture and welfare 
activities, and reform of the state highway department were other favored 

themes.

Picking out the threads of a reorganization movement in Arizona 

through the decades of the 1930's and 19W e  is most difficult. There 

was no consistent administration program, supported by a thorough 

governmental survey and ardently advocated. Even though every chief 

executive of the state recognized the problem, the approach to a solution, 

at least during the incumbencies of Stanford and Jones, appeared to be 

piecemeal, opportunistic and vacillating; and the efforts of Governor 
Osborn, who at first sought rather extensive reorganization, noticeably 

diminished in vigor during his succeeding administrations.

The legislature during the period 193$-19k7, however, included one 

extremely consistent advocate of administrative reorganization. Senator 

Dan Angius of Bisbee. Senator Angius did his best to apply the legislative

39pour times the legislature has placed upon the ballot a proposal 
to amend the constitution to lengthen to four years the terms of state 
executive officers— 1922, 1933, 19U6 and 1950. Each time the voters 
have rejected the proposal. See Initiative and Referendum Publicity 
Pamphlet, State of Arizona, 1922, 1933, 191*6, 1950.

39



ax to a host of state offices and agencies, urging consolidation wherever 

there was hope of savings to the state. Without doubt the corporation 

commission was most frequently the object of his attack. On the construc

tive side his program called for the formation of several administrative * 

departments providing unified direction for activities functionally 

related but theretofore administratively independent of cm® another.
These were departments of public utilities, corporations, revenue, 
industrial relations and finance. In general outline they were similar 

to their counterparts in the 1933 reorganization plan, except that revenue 

functions were placed in a department separate from other financial 

affairs, and heads of divisions within the department of finance were 

not made subject to m y  departmental administrator. Prom session to 

session and from bill to bill the tenure prescribed for department heads 

varied, sometimes being set at four years, sometimes at six years and 

in other cases made coterminous with that of the governor.
Bills authorizing the creation of departments of corporations and 

public utilities were first introduced in the regular session of the 
twelfth legislature, 1935.^ Two years later all five departments were 

proposed in individual bills,while at the same time W. B. Kelly, 

co-sponsor of the 1933 reorganization plan, offered the same five 

departments in a single package.^*2 Only the department of finance was

^Senate Bills 13b and 13$, Twelfth Legislature, Regular Session, 193$
^Senate Bills 78, 79, 80, 81 and 82, Thirteenth Legislature, Regular 

Session, 1937.

^Senate Bill 77, Thirteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 1937*
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proposed in 1 9 3 9 but in I9I4I all five were again offered separately 
along with an Angius-sponsored comprehensive reorganization measure 

differing little from Seante Bill US in 1933*^* Senator Angina attempt#! 

to secure approval for departments of corporations, public utilities and 

revenue in 19U3^ and the same three in 191*5̂  Only the department of 
revenue bill was introduced in the regular session of the eighteenth 
legislature, 191*7.^

It was clear that Senator Angius was acting without organized 
support in the legislature. Only one major reorganization bill ever 

passed the senate, the fiscal control act of 1937, m d  it was quickly 

tabled in the house. Many were buried in committee after a first reading. 

Moreover the administration was not always favorably disposed toward his 

reorganization proposals. In 1937 the defeat of the Kelly bill, compris

ing the five Angius proposals in one, was speeded by a directive from

^Senate Bill 5, Fourteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 1939*

^Senate Bills 1*6, 50, 5l, 52, and $3 and Senate Bill 32, Fifteenth 
Legislature, Regular Session, 19l*l«

^Senate Bills 3, 5 and 55, Sixteenth Legislature, Regular Session,251*3.
^Senate Bills 79, 18 and lit. Seventeenth Legislature, Regular 

Session, 191*5.

^senate Bill 9, Eighteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 191*7.

k®In 19l*l the senate judiciary committee return#! his comprehensive 
reorganization bill with a recommendation for indefinite postponement but 
with the added canment that the state might benefit from consideration 
of reorganization proposals at a special session called for that purpose# 
See SJ, Fifteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 191*1, pp. 266-67.



li9Governor Stanford* Governor R. T. Jones favored the finance department 

act of 1939, which was in line with one of M s  specific recommendations 
to the legislature, but his support was not too vigorous or, at any rate, 

it was to no avail since the bill died in the senate*-*® In 10*1 the 

Osborn administration flatly repudiated Angitis*s reorganisation measures*^ 

The spirit and motivation with which the Cochise senator perennially 
sought to achieve reorganization are well illustrated in his explanation 

of the duplicatory set of measures introduced in 19Ul. He said simply 

that his purpose was to get the senate interested in parts of the plan 

even if it would not consider or approve all of it as a unit* When 

faced with the insinuation that he might be merely casting a smoke 

screen about Governor Osborn’s request for blanket authority to reorganize 

state departments by executive decree, he disavowed any such intention 

and added, ’’We’ve wanted money saving legislation* If these bills of
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k^The Arizona Republic, February 26, 1937, reports that the senate 
voted down the Kelly bill ffin conformance with direct orders from the 
governor’s office,** stating that it would have given the governor a 
greater scope of authority but was "not along the lines the administration 
has approved at this time*" •

Senator Franklin T. Pomeroy, voting against the measure, explained 
his vote by saying: "I am in favor of the principle of this bill, and 
would be glad to go along with the measure should it be written to become 
effective January 1, 1939, at the time the constitutional amendments 
necessary for all other state offices would be so affected* I do not 
believe in piecemeal reorganization of state departments•* SJ, Thirteenth 
Legislature, Regular Session, 1937, p* l*2i**

^Arizona Republic, January 11, 1939*

-^Commented Hal Mitchell, executive secretary to the governor, "No 
bill can be an administration bill which materially would delay badly 
needed reforms* Governor Osborn seeks reforms which can be brought about 
immediately, within the present structure of the constitution*" Arizona 
Republic, January 18, 10*1*
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mine are passed we111 have a mighty fine government, but if the governor's 

bills which are introduced are any better, then I'll support them»H^

Sidney P. Osborn, governor of Arisona for nearly eight years, was 

in office long enough to develop and carry out a consistent program for 
reorganization; but he did not. Although he never ceased to recognize 

the desirability of reorganization legislation, his ardor for reform 
seemed to undergo a mellowing process, and he gradually retreated from 

his initial program of specific reforms vigorously championed to an 

almost forlorn expression of faith that a general governmental survey 

and reform should and would some day take place.^ Such reorganization 

measures as the governor did sponsor were not quite uniformly unsuccessful. 

Of the six major proposals to receive the governor’s support in 19hl—  

abolition of the board of directors of state institutions and transfer of 

its powers to the governor,^ creation of an Arizona water and power 
authority,enlargement of the state resources board, 56 creation of a

do^ Ibid., January 22, 19l|l* Mulford Vinsor also offers the opinion 
that desire for economy was" the motivation behind all the Angius reorgan
ization bills. Interview with Mulford Vinsor, July 23, 1952.

^Compare his messages to the legislature in 19bl, SJ, Fifteenth 
Legislature, Regular Session, 19lsl, pp. lU-17, 21-22, 395-97, with his 
references to questions of reorganization in messages of 191*5 and 19l*7, 
in SJ, Seventeenth Legislature, Regular Session, 191*5, pp. 18, 1*7, and 
SJ, Eighteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 191*7# p» 23* Perhaps the 
matter was less urgent in later years because he had been long enough in 
office to fill most boards and commissions with his own appointees; or 
the illness to which he finally succumbed during his fourth term of office 
may account for the gradual dissipation of reforming zeal*

5^Senate Bill 33, Fifteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 19l*l»

^Senate Bill 71* and House Bill 72, Fifteenth Legislature, Regular 
Session, 19l*l,

^Senate Bill 92 and House Bill 132, Fifteenth Legislature, Regular 
Session, 19l*l*
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department of agriculture,^  provision for the governor's ex officio 

membership on all state boards and commissions,^ and authorization to 

reorganize by executive decree^— the first alone was enacted into law.

In 19U3 his pleas for a more satisfactory budget system were answered by 

a statute requiring all state spending agencies, regardless of the 
source of their funds, to file with the office of the state auditor 

biennial estimates of their budgetary needs and to be subject to a 
greater degree of financial supervision from the auditor.&0 After 191*3 

Governor Osborn made few demands on the legislature concerning adminis

trative reorganization, and "the most important of these-— requests for a 

thorough governmental survey-ware all denied.

By 19l*7 the reorganization movement in Arizona was at a lower ebb 

than at any time in the preceding sixteen years. Yet the need was greater 

than ever before as reckoned by the number of administrative agencies 
and the amount of public money expended. Despite apparent calm the 
issue of administrative reorganization lay just under the surface waiting 

to burst into the political scene with renewed vigor.

-^Senate Bill 93 and House Bill 12l*, Fifteenth Legislature, Regular 
Session, 19l*l.

^Senate Bill 119 and House Bill 113, Fifteenth Legislature, Regular 
Session, 191*1.

^Senate Bill 198 and House Bill 260, Fifteenth Legislature, Regular 
Session, 19l*l.

Estate of Arizona, Session Laws, 19l*3, chap. 86,



CHAPTER IV

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ADMINISTRATIVE REORGANIZATION

Despite the absence of campaign ctinddtanents, both the governor and

the members of the nineteenth legislature approached the opening of the

regular session with an apparent determination actually to do something
1about administrative reorganization, although there was obviously a 

lack of accord between the two branches concerning the manner in which 

the reform should be accomplished. Governor Garvey, who had pledged 

himself to carry on Osborn's program,^ was as good as his word with 

regard to reorganization. Returning to the latter's reorganization 

program of eight years earlier. Governor Garvey not only asked for the 

same authority to reorganize by decree but he did so in the exact words 
of his predecessor, lifting whole paragraphs from the Osborn biennial 

message of 19hl.^

^Without doubt this new sentiment for reform was" partially, at 
least, a repercussion of the Hoover Commission Report, which was having 
a similar effect in many other states. Jack Cummard,' Representative 
from Maricopa County, stated in an interview, July 27# 195>2, that new" 
personnel in the nineteenth legislature was also a significant factor*

g
Arizona Republic, September 1, 19U8, cited in Menzo E. Hatter, The 

Major Issues in Arizona's Gubernatorial Campaigns, unpublished Master's 
thesis, Arizona State College at Tempe, 19$1, p. 1$8.

' ^Journal of the Senate, State of Arizona (hereafter referred to as 
SJ), Nineteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 19U9# pp. 21-22, and SJ, 
Fifteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 19U1# p. !£>•



The legislators however, were not disposed to grant the governor's 
request* Following the example of numerous other states which were at 

the time establishing "little Hoover Commissions" to study the problem 
of improving state administration, the legislature authorized the creation 

of a special legislative committee on state operations*^ Composed of 

three members from each house appointed by their respective presiding 
officers, the committee was given a $2$,000 appropriation and authorised 
to make a thorough survey of all phases of the operation of state govern

ment, reporting the results of the survey with recommendations to the 

next session of the legislature*^

Proceeding under its legislative mandate the committee secured the 

services of the well-known Chicago firm of public administration consult

ants, Griffenhagen and Associates, who for the sum of $12,OCX) agreed 

to conduct a survey of state organization and report to the committee 

their findings and recommendations not later than December, 19U9*^ The 
final "Report on General State Organization," produced in three volumes 

totalling 218 pages and published as a supplement to the Senate Journal,?

^Senate Bill lilt. Nineteenth Legislature, Regular Session, 19U9*

^Appointed to the committee were Fred J, Fritz, William F. Kimball 
and Warner Mattice of the senate and Raymond G. Langham, Carleton W*
Morris and R. H. Wallace of the house*

^Special Legislative Committee on State Operations, "Report of the 
Committee," supplement to SJ, Nineteenth Legislature, First Special 
Session, 1950 (hereafter referred to as "Report of the Committee"), 
p. xi* The same firm was engaged to conduct an earlier survey of the 
state welfare department and has since contracted to survey the tax 
structure of the state and the state educational system*

^Griffenhagen and Associates, "Report on General State Organization," 
supplement to SJ, Nineteenth Legislature, First Special Session, 1950 
(hereafter referred to as the "Griffenhagen Report")*
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embraced all three branches of state government— legislative, executive 
and judicial— though concentrating heavily on the executive branch*®

While it is not within the scope of this paper to survey in detail 

the conclusions and recommendations of the Griffenhagen report, a 
restatement of the basic weaknesses of the executive department, as 

uncovered by Griff enhagen and Associates, and a listing of their standards 
of organization might with profit be presented here— not because of any 

striking deviations from the previously discussed orthodox theory of 

organization, but because in these short excerpts the report is demon

strated to represent the prototype of orthodoxy*

Basic weaknesses are found to be five:

1) Dispersion of authority and responsibility among too many 
different governing authorities*

2) Illogical grouping of functions within and among the agencies.

3) Complexity and inconsistency in the forms of agencies*
U) Inappropriate functions and excessive numbers, of boards and 

comissions,

5) Ex officio memberships on boards and commissions*^
And nine standards are cited:

1) Simplicity and directness

2) Unity and coordination .
3) Manageable span of control

®A "Report on Budgeting and Budgetary Control,M also included in the 
supplement to the SJ, will not be dealt with in this paper*

^  Griff enhagen Report," pp. lU-15* See pp* 15-20 for discussion 
of these points*
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It) Logical allocation of functions

5) Subdivision into subordinate organization units

6) Separation of executive, judicial and legislative functions

7) Proper functions of plural bodies
#

8) Provision for continuity of policy
9) Provision for competent personnel"^

Subsequent recommendations presumably constituted the best judgment
of the survey firm as to how these basic weaknesses might .be overcome

and the standards of organization implemented. Briefly, the report
recommended with regard to top level administration that the governor's

effectiveness be increased by providing him adequate staff and executive

assistance, increased tenure of office and relief from membership on all

boards and comnissionsj"^" that departmental coordination be enhanced by

the creation of a functioning executive cabinet; and that continuity be
12achieved by means of a permanent secretariat of the executive cabinet. 

Under the governor virtually all administrative activities should be

^°IbicU, p. 22. Discussion, pp. 21-2$.

^Note the contrast with Governor Osborn's 19&1 proposal concerning 
membership on boards and commissions, supra, p. 67* *

•^"Griffenhagen Report,R pp. U5-U8. In theory at least the proposal 
for a permanent secretariat and the office of an executive secretary,
*fhe principal value of which would be derived from the accumulated 
knowledge and experience of the incumbent," appears to be an ideal means 
to compensate for possible lack of administrative experience and ability 
in the governor. But one wonders whether each hew gubernatorial incumbent 
would respect the tradition of permanence or promptly oust the executive 
secretary in favor of his own appointee. There also arises the problem 
of wholly divorcing the office from the realm" of political policy, a 
necessary condition according to Griffenhagen*
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organized into fifteen departments, five staff, auxiliary and facultative 
service departments^ ami ten operating departments, replacing the 11$ 

presently existing administrative agencies.^ Departments were to be 

organized on a functional basis. Heads of departments appointed by the 
governor with the approval of the senate, should be required by law to 

have high qualifications for the office and might be removed by the 

governor only for cause and after public hearing. Ihere advisory, 

quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial services might be required by the 

departments, boards or commissions were recommended; but they were to 

perform no administrative d u t i e s F o r  special reasons Griffenhagen 

and Associates suggested that the Arizona interstate stream commission 

and the Arizona racing commission remain, temporarily at least, outside 

the regular hierarchy.^ As a legislative check on administration the

Estate, law, finance, revenue, and personnel. Ibid., pp. $8-71,

^Public works, natural resources, agriculture, military affairs, 
occupational registration, employment security, health and welfare, 
higher education, public shcools and business regulation. Ibid., pp. 72-133.

?Ibide, p. 136. For a list of offices and agencies as compiled 
by Griffenhagen, see Appendix, p.

"̂ F̂or further details of departmental organisation, see Ibid.,
pp. $1—$6.

Âccording to the ̂ Griffenhagen Report,n pp. $6, 13h-32, the interstate stream commission, because it is performing a vital but temporary need, should for the present retain its present organization but later be placed in the department of natural resources when its major work is completed. Extreme variation in duties was given as the reason for retaining the racing commission as an independent agency#
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report further recommended that a post auditor responsible directly to 

the legislature be appointed*-*-®

The special committee1s reception of the Griffenhagen report, ufaile 

on the -whole very favorable, was not unmixed with caution and a certain 
respect for the individuality of Arizona government. The committee* s 

general attitude is perhaps well expressed in this statement from its 

report to the legislature: "While the committee acknowledges the

theoretical superiority of the Griffenhagen governmental reorganization 

study, the committee does not recommend the complete acceptance of the 

entire plan, nor does it recommend the immediate adoption of all portions 
of the plan which the committee does favor.

Elaborating upon this general appraisal of the Griffenhagen proposals, 

the comnittee indicated those portions of the report of which it approved 
as a long-term plan of governmental reform. Abolition of the constitutional 

offices of secretary of state, auditor, treasurer, superintendent of 

public instruction and state mine inspector and creation of toe office 

of legislative post auditor received the full sanction of toe committee. 

Griffenhagen recommendations relating to toe chief executive were all 

deemed acceptable on the condition that the governor be limited to two 

four-year terms. While the proposed executive cabinet and permanent 

secretariat were regarded favorably, the committee urged delay in their 

establishment until substantially all of the state administrative

l8Ibid., pp. 39-UO.

^"Report of the Committee,” p. iv.
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departments might be organized under the general theory of the entire

Of)reorganization plan* As to the administrative departments, those 

concerned with finance, military affairs, employment security and public 

health and welfare received unqualified approval; departments of state, 

law, revenue, public works agriculture, public schools and business 
regulation were accepted with certain modifications; the inclusion of 

occupational registration activities within the department of state wa# 
recommended; and the departments of personnel, natural resources and 

higher education were absolutely or conditionally rejected* Six agencies 
were considered as functioning best outside the integrated departmental 

structure t the interstate stream commission, the racing commission, 

the board of regents, the state department of liquor licenses and control 

and the merit system councils*^ the committee urged immediate action 

for the establishment of the office of post auditor, the initiation of 
constitutional amendments authorizing four-year terms for the governor

and attorney general and the creation of. departments of finance and of
90health, welfare and correction*^

Ihen the first regular session of the twentieth legislature convened 
in January, 1951, decisive action on proposals for far-reaching reorgan

izations seemed certain. Both party platforms had taken a stand for

20Ibid*, pp* iv, vie
^The committee favored merging the merit system council of the Arizona 

highway patrol and the Arizona joint merit system council serving the 
departments of health and welfare and the employment security commission*

22"Report of the Committee," pp* vii-x. Only those recommendations 
of the consnittee relating to administrative reorganization are receiving 
consideration here. The committee also dealt with the Qriffenhagen " 
proposals concerning legislative and judicial branches of government*



reorganization, the Democrats cautious but definite and the Republicans 
both forthright and detailed.^3 perhaps even more significant, the 

gubernatorial incumbent had during the course of the campaign designated 

governmental reorganization as one of the four most vitally important 
topics in government,^ and a substantial majority in both houses of the 

legislature was pledged to reorganization.

In the early days of the session, bills to create four new depart

ments— revenue, law, finance and public health, welfare and correction-—  

consolidating the activities of numerous agencies of government, were
25introduced in the house. In general outline each of the projected 

departments was patterned after Griffenhagen models, with some noticeable 

exceptions« The department of law was to be headed by the present 
elective attorney general rather than a gubernatorial appointee as the 

Griffenhagen report had suggested.However, the three appointive 

department heads might be removed at the governor's pleasure without 
a statement of cause or a hearing. Absent from the department of revenue 

bill were the recommended provisions for a division of liquor licenses 
and control and a board of trustees of the public employees retirement 

fund. A further discrepancy, of which the opposition made much, was 

the failure to include producing mines in the list of properties to be

^Hatter, op. cit., pp. U56, U65.
2k̂Arizona Republic, October 2?, 1950, as cited in Hatter, op. cit., 

p. 173.
2^House Bills U5, k6, k7, and 50.
2^Implementation of the Griffenhagen proposal would, of course, 

require a constitutional amendment abolishing the elective office of 
attorney general.
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mandatorily reassessed for ad valorem tax purposes by the department of 

revenue*^ The organization and function of the proposed departments of 

finance and public health, welfare and correction were, with some variation 

in detail, governed by Griffenhagen recommendations. Of the four measures, 

all but the department of revenue bill were enacted by the legislature*^® 

During the first special session of the nineteenth legislature the 
office of legislative post auditor bad been created. The incumbent was 

charged with the duties of examining the accounts and financial practices 

of all state departments, institutions, boards, and commissions; prescribing 

uniform accounting practices for the state; auditing the records and 

accounts ofr all disbursing officers and custodians of state funds; ami 

auditing all revenues accruing to the state, including the state's 

portion of county-collected t a x e s B y  act of the twentieth legislature 

the post auditor was further empowered to assume supervision of county 

financial practices, contingent upon abolition of the constitutional
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?The Griffenhagen report stated that one function of the department 
would be to make original assessments of certain specified properties for 
ad valorem tax purposes e The bill stipulated mandatory reassessment of 
these same properties with the omission of the phrase "patented and 
unpatented producing mines," thus lending a shade of color, whether 
merited or not, to minority charges that the mining interests of the 
state wield substantial influence with the majority group of the 
legislature. Because of this and other discrepancies the bill was 
returned to committee where it resided for the remainder of the session.

28State of Arizona, Session Laws, 1951, chaps. 13, 28 and &1#
^State of Arizona, Session Laws, 1950, chap. 28*



office of state examiner#^® At the same time the state auditor was shorn

of post auditing functions already assigned the post auditor*^

Accompanying the legislation relating to the new departments and the

post auditor were three proposed constitutional amendments abolishing the

offices of state treasurer and state examiner and authorising the governor
3 0to name the three members of the board of pardons and paroles* A final

reorganization act established the interim committee as a permanent
33adjunct to the legislature*

"While one major reorganization bill after another was being run 

through the legislative mill, an active minority group, especially 

militant in the house, was stormily resisting each measure* The members 

of this group claimed to be a body of loyal Democrats "struggling to 

uphold party principles against an unscrupulous coalition in the legislature 

dominated by Republicans*^ However, they did not deny the need for
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^®State of Arizona, Session Laws, 1951, chap* 20*

•̂ Ibido, chap. 17*

^^House Concurrent Resolutions 3, 18, 19, Twentieth legislature.
First Regular Session, 1951* .

33State of Arizona, Session Laws, 1951, chap* 3* The committee has 
since concerned itself with other activities, in addition to the reorgan
ization program, characteristic of a bona fide legislative council* Among 
other things it now serves as a legislative liaison with the Council of 
State Governments*

^The implication, of course, is that the Republicans and their 
stooges in the Democratic party, the "Republicrats,M generally favor 
the "big interests" of the state while the Democrats speak for the "people”* 
See Arizona Plain Talk (hereafter referred to as APT), March 2 and 23,
1951™ Published by Ray Busey, former mayor of "Phoenix, APT is a Phoenix 
weekly avowedly devoted to the task of presenting the facts of Arizona 
politics, and in pursuance thereof converted wholly to the cause of the 
minority bloc— at least as concerns reorganization*
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reorganization— the serious area of disagreement lay in the realm of 

methodo Some members of the group strongly favored reorganization by- 

means of a constitutional convention on the grounds that this method 

would be more certain, less costly and much quicker than the piecemeal 

process*^ Distrust of the Griffenhagen report as a valid guide to 
reorganization constituted another source of opposition.^ still others 

saw a threat to popular government in the centralization of executive 
powers.

Nevertheless, despite the honest differences of opinion, bitter 

factionalism and political spite cannot realistically be discounted as 

potent sources of opposition to the reorganization p r o p o s a l s . T h e

-^Kelvin M. Fox, minority candidate for speaker of the house, has 
been the most outspoken advocate of reorganization by constitutional 
convention. His views are expressed in AFT, February 9, 19$1, and 
February 22, 1952.

^Representative Francis J. Byrnes expressed this point of view in ' 
explanation of his vote against the creation of the department of health, 
welfare and correction: "As most of us know, the Griffenhagen report is
a mimeographed report and may be purchased by any state or organization 
that has $10,000.00* Several states did this, but on checking the report, 
threw it in the wastebasket and asked the people for a constitutional 
convention..." State of Arizona Journal of the House (hereafter referred 
to as HJ), Twentieth Legislature, First Regular Session, 1951# p. 2U8.

James E. Crutchfield, chaplain to the house of representatives, is 
quoted in APT, April 13# 1951, in this scornful appraisal of the orthodox 
Griffenhagen reorganizers: "The experience will be worth something if it
teaches us never again to send back East for some half-baked political 
economists to try to tell us of the free West how to fora and operate 
a state government."

^Mulford Winsor, director of the state department of library and 
archives, and Jack Cunmard, representative from Maricopa County, both 
evinced a similar opinion.
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role of any opposition group is to oppose* When the members of the 

minority chose to assume that role# for reasons no doubt sufficient# 

they thereby became potential opposition for all but the most innocuous 

proposals of the majority group. In this particular situation, the 

minority group was further alienated by manner in which the preponderantly 

Democratic majority organized to formulate and carry out a program 

regardless of their Democratic brethren in the minority camp* The 

reorganization proposals, controversial under the most favorable conditions, 

emerged as distinctly a product of the majority group from whose member

ship the entire personnel of the special interium committee had been 

selected*^® Under such circumstances, last-ditch opposition from the 

minority could only be expected*^

Whatever the motivation, the opposition group was not caught short 

of reasons for not enacting the reorganization measures * Most often

^ According to The Messenger (a Phoenix weekly, admittedly of 
Democratic persuasion, presentlycarrying about two pages of news- 
chief ly political— ami six or eight pages of legal advertisements by 
political subdivisions), February 9, 1952, lack of representation 
on the committee had "long irked the minority members*"

39Jack Gurnard, aligned with the majority, suggests an even more 
mundane motivation behind the activities of erne of the most active 
opponents of reorganization among the minority group* According to 
Cummard> L. S* "Dick" Adams, one of the more outspoken minority 
leaders, is paid secretary of the state public employees association* 
In the latter capacity he is necessarily spokesman for job-holders 
in state government who traditionally have opposed reorganization*• 
Adams* violent opposition to the reorganization proposals may thus 
spring, at least partially, from this source*
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expressed and all-inclusive was the threat of political autocracy built 

upon tile foundation of patronage to be made available in the reorganized 

departments. Further destructive of democracy, some felt, was the 

replacement of elective officials with appointees responsible to the 

governor instead of the citizens of the s t a t e L e s s  moderate were 

accusations downing the reorganization bills as a well-planned ruse to 

establish permanent Republican control of state government ami 
purposely designed to frustrate popular control of government.̂

Nor were specific objections to each proposal lacking.^ Basically, 

however, most of the assertedly objectionable features of the bills 

constituted shortcomings only within the framework of the general arguments 

just cited. If concentration of authority and responsibility in the 

governor were bad, most of the specific arguments might then be valid#

A few contentions, however, were concerned with other matters than the

^Stated L. S. Adams, as reproduced in APT, March 30, 19$1, "For the 
individual voters it will mean that they are throwing half of their ballot 
away. For Arizona as a whole it will mean that a patronage empire will 
be built up which will foster a political dynasty, completely dominated 
by the governor."

Apparently the odium of the proposals was heightened by fear that 
the dynasty thus established might be Republican. In explanation of his 
"no" vote on the measure to create a department of finance, Adams stated: 
"Forty more good Democrats in the auditor's office and eight more good 
Democrats in the treasurer's office would be replaced by Republicans or 
swear allegiance to the Republicans# Surely you can't vote 'ayel'* (HJ, 
Twentieth Legislature, First Regular Session, 19^1)#

^See APT, February 22, 19$2#
U2in the pages of APT is to be found a concise exposition of the 

principal shortcomings of each of the four major reorganisation acts 
of the twentieth legislature# From the pages of its April 6, 13, 20 
and 27, 1951, issues the information in the following paragraph is 
drawn#
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undesirability of centralized administrative authority. The subordination 

of elective officers— the treasurer and auditor— to an appointive official 

was represented as incongruous. Omission of a provision suggested in 

the Griffenhagen report to prohibit involvement of members of the board 

of finance in contracts with the state for services or materials carried 

a suggestion of venality. Failure to provide a merit system, another 
Griffenhagen recommendation, was given as sufficient reason in itself 

for rejecting the reorganization program. Centralization of legal 

services in the department of law was condemned as inconsistent with 

realization of the advantages to be gained from specialization in a 
particular field of governmental law;k3 and the post auditor bill was 

criticized for transferring the duties of an elective official, the 
state auditor, to an appointee of the legislature.^

Unable to prevent passage of the reorganization bills, the minority 

group did marshal sufficient support to postpone their effective date 
until July 1 by forestalling their enactment as emergency measures#^

^Apparently only the industrial commission was to be affected by 
the centralization of legal services since, except for that body, this 
had already W e n  the case since 1931. See supra, pp.

^ I n  this APT was taking a pot shot at the wrong basket. The bill 
in question. House Bill U9, did not give to the post auditor substantially 
any more of the state auditor’s powers than he already possessed under 
the statute originally creating the office. This bill gave to the post 
auditor the duties of the state examiner, a constitutional but still 
an appointive official, contingent upon abolition of the latter office 
by constitutional amendment. House Bill 1*8 stripping from the state 
auditor powers already conferred upon the post auditor was not seriously 
challenged by the opposition.

■^To declare an act an emergency measure, thus putting it into 
immediate effect, requires an affirmative vote of two-thirds of all 
members elected to each house*



Thereupon leaders of the legislative minority aided by others -with

congruent interests launched a campaign to file referendum petitions

against the four principal acts*^ in late March a "Reorganisation

Referendum Committee," with L. S. Adams as chairman, was formed to
L7spearhead the drive for signatures* Several days later a second 

private body styling itself "Government by the People, Incorporated," 

was organized to support the referendum drive, selecting as its chairman 
the state treasurer, E. T. Williams. The referendum movement was 

eminently successful.^ More than the requisite number of signatures 

were filed with the secretary of state on June 12, 1951, thus placing 

the measures in suspended animation to await action by the electorate 

in November, 1952$

State of Arizona, Session Laws, 1951, chaps. 13, 20, SB and hi, 
creating departments of public health and welfare, law and finance, and 
conditionally transferring the duties of the state examiner to the post 
auditor*

^APT, March 30, 1951.
^According to Jack Cummard, the support of many business concerns, 

particularly the small houses doing business with"the state, was thrown 
behind the referendum movement through fear that centralized purchasing 
might threaten their trade with the state or cut into the profit margin. 
Cummard stated that the city of Phoenix buys gasoline on contract cheaper 
than the state highway department*

Adding weight to Cummard* s statement is this excerpt from the Tempe 
News, as quoted in APT, May 11, 1951: "•••There is no patronage so far- 
reaching and coercive as the exclusive right to buy... .As for the merchants 
of the state, " they will do well to beware of giving any single agency 
such power....Either to make his books look good, to collect a personal 
profit, or both [or perhaps to save the taxpayers* money?] , an all- 
powerful purchasing agent may end up dealing with factory representatives 
only. In that case the money for trucks or tires, for example, would be 
piped directly to Detroit or Akron— leaving the merchants of Arizona to 
wonder just what state their newly created department was set up to 
finance."



When the second regular session of the twentieth legislature convened

in January, 19^2, the alignment of legislators in majority and minority

blocs was essentially the same as before* Just as a year earlier, there

was still no effective reorganization legislation on the books; and now

a fresh obstacle lay in the path of administrative reorganization— the

referendum. With the final outcome awaiting the decision of the electorate,

the legislature could scarcely embark on a new program of reorganization
howith great confidence. As for the measures already passed, against 

which referendum petitions had been filed, the majority bloc was faced 

with a peculiar problem. If the voters rejected the measures, this 

action could be interpreted as repudiation of the majority reorganization 

program. If, on the other hand, the proposals were approved, they would 

be frozen on the statute books to the last comma, beyond the power of the 

legislature to alter should any provision prove unwise or unworkable*
Only another expression of the voters could bring about changee**®

Confronted with these two undesirable alternatives, the majority 

group chose a third course— which occasioned some elation among the 

members of the opposition— repeal of the four referred measures along 

with the supplementary constitutional amendments.'^' In their stead the 

legislature referred to the electorate three concurrent resolutions

proposal to establish a state department of public schools 
(House Bill 12$) patterned, with some modifications, after the Griffenhagen 
plan, failed to pass*

^See Arizona Republic, January 31, 19$2*

^State of Arizona, Session Laws, 19$2, chaps. 17, 18, 19, 80, 81,
82 and 128.
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which if approved would direct the legislature to create departments of 

finance, law, and public health and welfare#^ with the passage of these 
resolutions, the broad issue of administrative reorganization was placed 

squarely before the electorate. To this vital question the sovereign 

people would give their answer in November*

8U

^Senate Concurrent Resolutions 9, 10 and 11, Twentieth Legislature, 
Second Regular Session, 19^2.



CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

In the opening chapter of this study a brief survey of the move

ment for administrative reorganization in the states was presented as 

a frame of reference for the subsequent consideration of efforts to ob

tain administrative reorganization in Arizona. The larger movement was 

seen to involve, in any particular administrative situation where it 

progressed to fruition, acceptance of a body of orthodox theory; embodi

ment of theory in a specific program; securing adoption of the program; 

operation of the program and, presumably, vindication of the theory; and, 

perhaps, re-reorganization in response to new problems as they arise. In 
Arizona, however, the movement has repeatedly advanced through the first 

two stages, only to bog down in the third. As a result this study has 

principally involved only the first three phases of the reorganization 

movement as they have appeared in Arizona.

With respect to the first area— the theory of reorganization— the 

principles of orthodoxy have been repeatedly reproduced in order to 

demonstrate the basic orthodoxy of the Arizona reorganization movement 

and the high degree of consistency in orthodox doctrines over the years. 

That this has been demonstrated is sufficient in this area for the pur
poses of the present study. As for the specific programs, thairigeneral 

nature has also been remarkably consistent, with allowances for expansion 

of services and changes in administrative emphasis over the course of the
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twenty-nine years separating the earliest reorganization survey in Arizona 

from the most recent. Perhaps the later plans and principles have placed 

somewhat greater stress upon the need for adequate staff assistance for 

the governor, continuity of policy and strengthened staff and auxiliary 

services of administration. Checks upon arbitrary exercise of guberna

torial authority were algo more noticeable in the Griffenhagen report 

than in the earlier studies. But on the whole the various plans have 

been consistent enough to offer some justification for the claim that 

standards of reorganization can be applied to a particular administrative 

situation with a substantial degree of objectivity.

The third area of the reorganization movement into which this study 

has led— the politics of reorganization— requires something more by way 

of concluding comments than the peremptory treatment accorded the theory 

and the reorganization blueprints. A word must be said concerning the 
motivation of those who have tried to secure administrative reorganization 

in Arizona. Likewise the apparent reasons for the failure of their 

efforts should be drawn together in a brief summary. Finally, certain 

generalizations of significance for any future reorganization efforts 

might profitably be set down.

Surveying the whole period of agitation for reorganization in 

Arizona, one sees three major peaks of activity: 1921, 1931-33 and 

19h9-$2» A fourth of lesser proportions appeared in 19Ul. For the most 

part the principal motivation behind such efforts has been a desire for 

adequate tools to cope with the problems of expanding governmental 

functions and mounting expenditures, aggravated by proliferation of .
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semi-independent administrative agencies* The principles of administrative 
reorganization were early embraced because they held forth the possibility 

of eliminating obvious instances of waste, duplication, and inefficiency 

in the old system. Governors of the state, who usually though not 

invariably have supported reorganization, undoubtedly have not been 

averse to acceptance of the added authority that would be conferred upon 

them by the reorganization plans. But available evidence lends sub

stantially no credence to the various irresponsible charges that Campbell, 

Moeur or Pyle— during whose administrations the heights of agitation for 

reorganization have been reached— ever contemplated the substitution 

of autocracy for democracy. Perhaps in the case of the first large-scale 

reorganization campaign Governor Campbell, from his extensive contacts 

outside the state of Arizona,, was additionally stimulated by a desire to 

keep abreast of the most modem innovations being adopted in other states. 
Probably, too, he viewed not disinterestedly the prospect of marking such 

an accomplishment upon the record of a Republican administration. No 

doubt political considerations also influenced the conduct of subsequent 

reorganization efforts; but in the main supporters of reorganization 

have been convinced that the job of government could be done better if 

the machinery were revamped.

1

^In the fiscal year ending 1913 governmental expenditures were 
13,100,000. By 1920 they had risen to more than $6,800,000. In 1930 
the"total was $18,000,00 and by 1950 it had reached an aggregate of 
$88,000,000, not counting transfers among the various state funds. See 
State of Arizona, Annual Report of the State Auditor, fiscal years 
ending 1913, 1920,1930, 1950.

The forty-two agencies comprising the administrative structure of 
the state in 1913 had by 1921 increased to fifty-two, by'the mid-1930,s 
to more than eighty, and by 19U9 to one hundred fifteen. See Appendix 
for listing of agencies, pp. 92-97, and organization chart, p. 10u.
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Why, then, the failure of reorganisation in the face of isuch good 

intentions? No single or simple answer cam be given except for the 

obvious though not wholly insignificant statement that not enough people 

were sufficiently convinced of the desirability of administrative 

reorganization along the lines suggested. In 1921 the lack of any 

recognizably pressing need for reorganization was basic to the failure 

of Governor Campbell’s earnest endeavors. The immediate cause of the 

program’s demise is to be found in the conjunction of a Democratic house 

and an important measure sponsored by a Republican administration. When, 

in 1933, there was widespread demand for economy in government and a 

substantial Democratic majority in both houses of the legislature, 

reorganization was thwarted by another unhappy combination of forces—  

the governor’s unwillingness to accept a reorganization program vitiated 
by amendments inspired from departments to be affected by the changes.

The most recent and most nearly successful attempts to secure administra

tive reorganization were caught up in a whirlpool of opposition generated 

by an unfortunate political situation, the steady obstruction of groups 

of job and office holders and the push of special interests who feared 

the loss of favored positions under the status quo. In this latest 

effort) as in earlier ones, there have been those who honestly feared

2Consider the aversion of certain merchants of the state to centralized 
purchasing. On the other hand, some of the larger economic interests of 
the state, while apparently favoring current piecemeal reorganization 
plans, are not eager for reorganization by constitutional convention which 
might result in such radical changes as to threaten their position of 
influence and favor in the government of the state. So indicated Jack 
Cummard, interview, July 27, 1952*
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centralization of administrative power or who have no faith in the 

orthodox principles of administrative reorganization*

After all specific causes have been cited for failure of the 

reorganization movement the inescapable conclusion remains: not enough 

people were sufficiently convinced that reorganization was desirable*

The significance of this statement for current reorganization efforts 

becomes more apparent when coupled with the realization that, on the 

other hand, there have been relatively few people opposing reorganization* 

The opposition has just been very articulate and very active*

In the light of the foregoing, certain conclusions suggest them

selves with regard to the methods of securing adoption for reorganiza
tion programs.

1) Attempted reorganization in the absence of readily demonstrable 
and generally accepted need for change is likely to be fruitless* That 
is, tile orthodox doctrines of reorganization do not in themselves con

stitute convincing need for reorganization* ,

2) Even with demonstrable need and widespread, if unconcerted, public 
demand for reorganization, efforts to obtain it are not likely to be 

crowned with success without a) support of a well-disciplined legislative 

majority sufficient to enact a reorganization program to be immediately 

effective or b) willingness to compromise with influential elements

who for various reasons feel that they would be disadvantaged by ad

ministrative reorganization or who for other reasons oppose specific 

reorganization proposals* Since such a majority is difficult to secure 

for an issue as controversial as reorganization, the need for compromise
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appears to be great* The problem is, how far can compromise go without 
thoroughly prostituting principle and robbing the program of its virtue?

3)When, through carelessness, design or. circumstances beyond the 

control of the individuals concerned, reorganisation becomes a partisan 

issue, as between political parties or factions within a party, it 

attaches to itself previously engendered animosities which made its 

progress unnecessarily difficult* If reorganisation is really desired, 

consultation and cooperation among all significant groups within the 

legislature in the formulation and sponsorship of a program are almost 

indispensable, even if credit for the final accomplishment must be 

shared*

U) Opponents of reorganization, often having a compelling personal 

interest in the issue, ordinarily may be counted upon to put forth 
greater efforts than supporters of the movement, who usually have little 
to gain except personal satisfaction and an elusive share in the bene

fits of increased economy and efficiency in government which presumably 

will result from reorganization*

5) As apparent need for reorganization increases, legislative support 

of each succeeding major reorganization effort tends to be increased.^

This apparent correlation between increased need for reorganization and 

the strength of the movement is the one bright strand in the past web 

of failure* However, as the pressure behind the reorganization movement

It must be borne in mind that while the need has been a steadily 
increasing thing, as measured by governmental costs and numbers of agencies, 
agitation for reorganization has proceeded in cycles of greater and lesser 
activity* The point here is that each new peak of agitation for reorgani
zation has called forth greater legislative support*
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in Arizona has increased# the opposition has also tended to become 
more bitter*

For more than thirty years the reorganization movement has been 
knocking unsuccessfully at the door of state government in Arizona*
If the experiences of those years cannot provide a key that will, with 

a minimum of shock, open the door to its fulfillment, the same old 

methods backed by the pressures of increasing need must one day secure 
admittance by battering down the door*



APPENDIXES
APPENDIX I. LISTS OF THE PRINCIPAL AGENCIES 

OF THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA

A. AGENCIES IN 19131

1. Constitutional agencies

Governor
Secretary of state 
State auditor 
State treasurer 
Attorney general
Superintendent of public instruction
Corporation commission
State mine inspector
State examiner
State board of education
Board of regents

2, Statutory agencies

Adjutant general
Agriculture and horticulture, Arizona commission of 
Apiaries, inspector of 
Bank comptroller 
Control, board of
Curators of the state library, board of
Dental examiners, board of
Embalming, board of
Engineer, state
Equalization, state board of
Examiners, state board of
Fair commission, Arizona state
Health, state board of
Historian, state
Laboratory, state
Land commission, state
Law, board of examiners at

^Taken from the Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1913♦



Librarian, state
Livestock sanitary board
Loan commissioners, state
Medical examiners, board of
Normal school boards
Optometry, board of examiners in
Pharmacy, board of
Public health, superintendent of
Sheep sanitary commission
Tax conmission
Veterinarian, state
Vital statistics, registrar of
Weights and measures, state inspector of

B. AGENCIES IN 1$212

1. Constitutional agencies
Governor
Secretary of state 
State auditor 
State treasurer 
Attorney general
Superintendent of public instruction
Corporation commission
State mine inspector
State examiner
State board of education
Board of regents

2. Statutory agencies

Accountancy, board of 
Adjutant general
Agriculture and horticulture,commission on
Apiaries, state inspector of
Arizona resources board
Banks, superintendent of
Bar examiners, board of
Curators, board of (state library)
Dental examiners, board of

2Taken from table attached to Thomas E. Campbell, Biennial, Veto 
and Special Messages, January 11, 1921 to March 22, 1921, pamphlet, 
p* The table also sets forth the composition of plural agencies,
the manner of selection of the managing authorities, their terms of 
office and their annual salaries.
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Embalming, state board of 
Equalization, state board of 
Examiners in optometry, state board of 
Examiners,state board of (teachers)
Health, state board of 
High school cadet commission 
Immigration, state commission of 
Librarian
Live stock sanitary board 
Loan commissioners 
Medical examiners, board of 
Mines, state bureau of 
Normal school boards (2)
Pardons and Paroles, board of 
Pharmacy, board of
Promotion of uniform legislation, commissioners for
Public health, superintendent of
Sheep sanitary commission
State dairy commissionerState engineer
State fair commission
State game wardenState historianState institutions, board of directors of
State laboratory, director of
State land department
State veterinarian
State water commissioner
Tax commission
Vital statistics, state registrar of 
Weights and measures, state inspector of

C. AGENCIES IN 19U93

1. Constitutional agencies

Governor
Secretary of state 
State auditor 
State treasurer

^Taken from Griffenhagen and Associates, "Report on General State 
Organization,M supplement to State of Arizona, Journal of the Senate, 
Nineteenth Legislature, First Special Session, T$50, pp« IhU—U6. 
Accompanying schedules set forth the types and methods of selection of 
the managing authorities and the functions and organization of the 
agencies, pp. 11*1-1*3, 11*7-218.



Attorney general
Superintendent of public Instruction
Corporation commission
State mine inspector
State examiner
State board of education
Board of regents

2, Statutory agencies

Accountancy, state board of
Adjutant general, office of the
Advisory survey and construction council
Agricultural prorate commissioner, office of the
Agriculture and horticulture, Arizona commission of
Apprenticeship council
Aviation development committee
Banking department, state
Bar examiners, committee of
Barber examiners, board of
Basic sciences, state board of examiners in the 
Beauty culturist examiners, state board of 
Cadet commission, Arizona
Capitol building and grounds, "department" of
Certification, state board of
Children’s colony, Arizona
Children's colony board, Arizona
Chiropody examiners, state board of
Chiropractic examiners, state board of
Colleges at Flagstaff and Tempe, Arizona state
Contractors, registrar of, office of the
Copper tariff board, Arizona
Coronado international monument commission
Correction and rehabilitation, state board of
Criminal identification, bureau of
Curators of the state library, board of
Dairy commissioner, state, office of the
Deeds, commissioner of, office of the
Dental board, Arizona state
Educational rehabilitation, institute of
Egg inspector, state, office of the
Employment security commission of Arizona
Equalization, board of
Estate tax commissioner, office of the
Fair commission, Arizona state
Funeral directors and embalmers, state board of
Game and fish commission, Arizona
General staff (national guard)
Health, state board of 
Health, state department of 
Highway commission, state
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Highway department# ArizonaHospital board, stateHospital for disabled miners, stateHospital for the insane, stateIndustrial commission of ArizonaIndustrial development committeeIndustrial school, stateInspector, supervisor of, office of theInstitutions for juveniles, board of directors of stateInsterstate stream commission, ArizonaLand department, stateLand selection boardLand settlement commission, ArizonaLegislation, commission on uniformLibrary and archives, department ofLibrary examiners, state board ofLiquor licenses and control, department ofLivestock sanitary boardLoan commission of the state of ArizonaMedical examiners, state board ofMemorial commission, Thomas E. CampbellMerit system council, Arizona jointMerit system council of the Arizona highway patrolMineral resources, board of governors of the department ofMineral resources, department ofMuseum of natural history (committee), ArizonaNational guard of ArizonaNaturopathic board of examinersNurse examiners, state board ofOptometry, state board of 'Osteopathic board of registration and examination in medicine and surgery, statePardons and paroles, board of Pharmacy, Arizona state board of Pioneers, home for aged and infirm Arizona Power authority, Arizona (Power) authority commission, Arizona Prison, stateProperty condemnation board Proration program committee 
Racing commission, Arizona Real estate board Real estate department •Reservoir control and supervision, board of Resources board, ArizonaRetirement fund of Arizona, board of trustees of public employes * Retirement system, board of trustees of the Arizona teachers*Retirement system, medical board of the Arizona teachers*School for the deaf and the blind, Arizona stateSchool for the deal and the blind, board of directors of the Arizona state 
Sheep sanitary commission
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Tax commission, stateTechnical registration, state board ofUniversity of ArizonaVeterans’ institutional and. on-the-job training, governor’s council forVeterans’ relief commissionVeterans' service officer, office of theVeterinarian, state, office of theVeterinary board, stateVocational education, state board ofWeights and measures, state inspector of, office of the Welfare advisory committee Welfare, Arizona state board of public Welfare, Arizona state department of public



APPENDIX II. MODEL ORGANIZATION CHARTS FOR SUGGESTED 

REORGANIZATION OF ARIZONA ADMINISTRATION
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APPENDIX IH. ORGANIZATION CHART OF THE EXISTING GOVERNMENTAL 

STRUCTURE OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA, 1936



STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF ARIZONA STATE GOVERNMENT
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I
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public health ex- 
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Beauty eulturist examin
ers, Board of (3)

Chiropractic examiners, 
State board of (3)

Dental examiners. Board 
of (5)
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of (3 )

Medical examiners, Board 
of (5 )

Naturopathic board of ex
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Nurse examiners. State 
board of (5)

Optometry, State Ward 
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Pharmacy, State board 
of (5)
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examiners in (5) 

T e c h n i c a l  registration 
(aseayers, architects, 
engineers, land survey
ors)
(Dean college o f mines 

U. of A. ex-officio, 6 
appointed)

Veterinary Board (3)

Secretary of State | EXECUTIVE Attorney General

State Auditor | State Treasurer | DEPARTMENT Superintendent of Public Instruction

MiaceUaaeou# Board#
Basic sciences, Board of examin

ers in
(5, appointed by Board of 
regents, U. of A.)

Certification board (irrigation 
districts) (Attorney-general, 
Highway engineer. Superin
tendent of banks ex-officio) 

Dsms, Supervisor o f (Highway 
engineer ex-officio) 

Equalisation, Board of (Tax 
commissioners ex-officio) 

Laboratory, State (food) (D i
rector appointed by Board of 
regents U. o f A. and Superin
tendent of public health)

Law examiners. Board of (3 ap- 
pointed by State bar)

Library examiners (State lib
rarian, U. of A. librarian, 
Phoenix public librarian ex- 
officio)

Pardons and paroles, Board of 
(Superintendent of public in- 
struction, Attorney general,
1 appointed by above)

Real estate commissioner (Land 
commissioner ex-officio) 1

State bar, Board of governors j 
of (11, elected by bar) ,

Supervisor of inspection (fruits j 
and vegetables) (Appointed : 
by Dean college of agrkul- j 
lure, U. of A.) j

Governor 
Chief Executive

Administrative Officers, Boards amd Commlaslonm
Appointed by Governor Appointed by Agency

Adjutant-general
Agriculture and horticulture, Com. of (3) 
Banks, Superintendent of
Board of director# of etato Institutions* 

(Governor, Treasurer ex-officio, secretary- 
executive appointed)

Colorado river eommieeion
(Governor exofflelo , 3 appointed) 

Contractors, Registrar of 
Copper tariff board (5)
Criminal Identification, Superintendent o f  
Dairy commissioner 
Employment service, State U. 8.
Examiner, State
Fair commission, State (5)
Game amd fish commission, (3)
Highway eommisalon (5)
Highway patrol. Superintendent of 
Historian, Arisona 
Industrial commission (3)
Library, State, Board of curators of (3) 
Livestock sanitary board (3)
Public health. Superintendent of 
Public welfare, Board of (5 )
Sheep sanitary commission (3)
Veteran's relief commission

(Veterans' service officer exofflclo, 2 ap
pointed)

Veterans' service officer
Veterinarian, Slate
Water commissioner
Weights and measures, Inspector of

State entomologist

State game warden 
State highway engineer

Librarian
Secretary j

Secretary administrator I

Boards and Agenda#
(Non-educational)

Governor and other
members

ex officio

Health, State board of
(Governor, Attorney general,
Superintendent of public

f c « k k " 0" ici0)
Land department. State

(Governor, Secretary of State, 
Attorney general, Treasurer,
Auditor ex-officio. State land 
commissioner appointed by
department)

Land selection board
(Governor, Attorney general, 
State land commissioner ex 
officio)

Land settlement commission 
(Members o f land department 
ex officio)

Loan commissioners
(Governor, Auditor, Treasurer 
ex-officio)

Permanent funds. Board for In
vestment of

(Treasurer, with approval of 
Governor and Secretary of 
State)

'S tate institution#—(ree Board of directors) :
Delinquent girls (committed to private Inst tut ions). 
Industrial school (male juvenile offenders). Fort OranL 
Insane, State hospital for. Phoenix.

Miners, State hospital for disabled. Prescott. 
Pioneer#, Home for the aged and infirm. Prescott. 
Prison, State. Florence.
Stale fair (see Fair commission).

CHART MULPARKD BY LEGISLATIVE nKFEUKNCE BUREAU (STATE LIBRARY).Ptuwnis, Aptil, *9)6.

Educational Boards
Appointed by 

Governor

State board of education 
(Governor, Superinten
dent of public instruc
tion, president of U. of
A., president State tea
chers' college at Flag 
staff, president V State
teachers' college at 
Tempo ex officio, 3 ap. 
pointed)

State board of vocational 
education 
(Same personnel)

Stats board of vocational 
rehabilitation 
(Sam# personnel)

State school for th# dsnf 
and the blind, Board of 
directors of 
(Governor, Superimton- 
dent of public instruc
tion ex officio, 3 ap
pointed)

State teachers' collsg# at 
Flagstaff, Board of #d 
ueution of

(Superimteudemt of pub
lic Instruction ox o ffi
cio, 3 appointed)

State teachers' college at 
Temps, Board of edn 
cation of

(Superimteudemt of pub 
lie instruction ex o ffl  
eio, 3 appointed)

University of Arisona, 
Board of regents of 
(Governor, Superintsm 
dent o f  public Inst rue 
Horn #x*fflelo. 3 a p  
pointed)
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